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N0H8 BG raises awareness for gay eguality and rights without saying a word
Story by Becky Tener | Photo by Alaina Buzas

arnell Brown stood up for his rights
with face paint, a white T-shirt, a piece
of duct tape and a photo.
Brown, a freshman, was participating in NOH8 BG, sponsored by the
LGBf community as part of Coming

Out Week, to raise awareness for equal gay rights
and privileges.
"I'm proud to stand up for my rights and I'm not
See MOW | Page 2

Early preparation, meeting with your
advisor help with scheduling for the next
By Mogan Woodward
Reporter

UN HIM. I IHEB6NEWS
CROWD GATHERS: Monsignor John Ess*ff drew a capactycrowd last night for his presentation on the nature of evil and the power of the cross

Retired exorcist
speaks about
worldly evils
With over 100 exorcisms performed, ordained Catholic
priest informs audience about importance of religion
By Jo* Jam*

ings have taken him all over the
Reporter
world, working beside many
religious figures, such as Mother
"As 1 came in the house, the young Teresa and Nelson Mandela
The event was hosted by Veritas,
possessed girl saw me and she
suddenly erupted with demonic the Catholic student group on
evil. She began screaming pro- campus. Veritas President Ion
fane language and started to growl Marc Grodi said the group was
and hiss. She slithered across the very lucky to have a real life exorcist
floor and went up the wall," said speak on campus.
Monsignor John Esseff, a retired
"At first, Monsignor John was
exorcist and guest speaker at last reluctant to come to the University,"
night's Veritas event, "Deliver Us Grodi said. "There was a grad student who was a former member
From Evil."
Though it sounds like a scene ofVeritas and saw Monsignor John
directly from the 1972 horror flick speak at a church retreat He was
"The Exorcist," students, )?riest, so moved by what |Esseff| had to
community members, and faculty say, that he told us we had to get
gathered in the Union multipur- him come talk at the University.
pose room last night to listen to a |EssetF| wasn't interested at first,
man who said he has witnessed but then he prayed and decided
the darkest phenomena human our group of students was special."
Biblical scriptures were read and
life has to offer.
Esseff has been an ordained prayers were chanted as the audiRoman Catholic Priest for nearly
See EXORCIST | Page 2
40 years and has performed over
a hundred exorcisms. His preach-

take our classes," Kurtz said. "I
have never had a problem getting into a course as a grad stuAs the time to register for classes dent."
Kurtz said she visited her adviis shortly approaching, students
and staff shared dps for schedul- sor before scheduling classes to
ing.
be more prepared for registering.
"My advisor has a special check
Director of Registration and
Scheduling Laura Waggoner sheet for me and keeps track of
said first and foremost students the classes I have taken," said
should meet with their advisors Kurtz. "Which was great, because
some of the classes I did not have
and talk about scheduling
"Meet with your advisor and to take due to having them done
refer to your specific degree audit for my undergrad."
Other students able to schedto make sure the classes you are
taking will prepare you for gradu- ule early for classes are Resident
Advisors and sport players.
ation," she said.
Some sntdents have already Freshman Man Pitzulo gets to
begun registering. Grad student schedule November 9th due
Sara Kurtz began scheduling this to being on the baseball team.
However, he had to meet with
week for her graduate courses.
"Scheduling early is definitely a two advisors.
"I had to meet with my adviplus, however, undergrads can't

Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

27th seniors
29th juniors
10th sophomores
12th freshmen
16 guest students

sor to talk about certain classes,"
Pitzulo said. "Then meet with my
sport specific advisor to schedule
them."
Sntdents that are qualified for
the regular scheduling of classes
have preparations on the specific professors they have. Junior
Dustin Hawkins always checks
certain sites to prepare for classes.

Dollar stores raking in the big bucks
Tough economy causes
business increase for
both the Dollar Tree,
the Dollar General

While the economy is in a
recession, some businesses are
experiencing boosts in sales.
The Dollar Tree and Dollar
General in Bowling Green are
actually making more profit
than before.
Michelle Johnson, a parttime manager at Dollar Tree
explained how the store is
attracting more customers
because of the current economic situation.
"Therehasbeenabigincrease
in sales and customers are
beginning to compare prices
now," Johnson said. "People
are buying unnecessary items
because of the extra dollar or
two they have and stopping
here before they go to a movie
and buy some candy or a drink

"Before 1 schedule for classes, I
always go online to check ratennprafessor.com," Hawkins said.
"To check what my teachers are
like before I sign up for the class."
Students can also access the
MyBGSU course catalog to look
up courses, times and teachers.
Sophomore Kavia Johnston said
she has prepared by getting on
the catalog
"BGSU has an amazing catalog
that you can explore all the classes for the upcoming semester,"
Johnston said. "In most courses it
even gives all the information you
need, such as times, professors
and what buildings the course
is in."
As an honors student, Johnston
See SCHEDULE I Page 2

Preview Day
attracts students
despite weather
By Mrgjn Woodward
Reporter

By Matt Ny*
Reporter

FORUM

CAMPUS

STUDENT
REGISTRATION
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UNL0HMAN

THE & NEWS

DOLLAR BILL: With Bowling Green residents watching thier pockets lately, stores like
Dollar General on Route 25 have seen increased business

because of the price difference
between here and at movie
theaters."
Both Dollar General and the
Dollar Tree are cheaper than
the big chains like Wal-Mart.
lohnson said items that
were a dollar at the Dollar Tree
would be $3 to $4 at Wal-Mart.
Mary Mass, a customer at
Dollar General, mentioned
buying gifts for charities and
nursing homes would be costly
anywhere else.

"It's definitely less crowded,
prices are lower, and you could
get in and out in a hurry," Mass
said.
Kristin Staup, a cashier at
the Dollar Tree, discussed the
popularity of the stores these
days.
"There is definitely a lot more
people coming in, a lot of
sorority girls coming and get-

Chilly weather did not stop prospective students from learning
more about the University during its annual Preview Day.
Last Saturday, parents and
potential students attended
Preview day, where families can
tour the University. Assistant
Director of Admissions David
Rice, who was in charge of the
preparation of Preview Day,
thought the day went well.
"The numbers held pretty
steady from the previous years,
|but there was| a bit of a decrease
from last year," Rice said.
Director of Admissions Gary
Swegan said 543 students attended Preview Day on Saturday and
42 applications were accepted.
Last year. 591 students participated in Preview Day.

See DOLLAR! Page 2

SPORTS

Students in a smokey hall

Peace and love, Macs and PCs

Pulling out all the stops

Univetsity and local fire safety officials

In this Age of Aquarius, columnist Ryan Sullivan

The Falcons are in for a lough ride tomorrow

filled an empty Rodgers Quadrangle with

just wants Mac fans and PC fans to unite together

smoke to show students what it would be

as friends, as the two operating systems have more

like to escape a building on fire | Pagt 3

similarities than differences | Pag* 4

as they go up against what could be their
toughest opponent in the MAG the Central
Michigan University Chippewas | Page 5

PREVIEW I

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
If you could exorcise one bad behavior, what would it be?
HEZEKIAHVILLARREAL
Sophomore. Graphic Design
"I don't want to stop doing any of
the bad things I do." | Pag* 4

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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BLOTTER

N0H8

WEDNESDAY
OCT. 21

From

NOH8 BG is part of a national
campaign founded by celebrity
photographer Adam Bouska
after Proposition 8 passed in
California, banning same-sex
couples from marrying, said
Steven Krzanoski. the graduate assistant for the Office of
Multicultural Affairs.
Bouska decided to start
a visual campaign fostering
change in the I.GBT community and its allies. He took pictures
of Californians wearing white
shirts, tape over their mouths
and "N01I8" written on their
faces. The photos represent
how the I.GBT community and
its allies have been silenced by
legislation like Proposition 8.
"These pictures became profile pics |on Facebook) and
then the campaign really took
off." kr/anoski said. "Now people all over the U.S. are making
it their l-acebook picture as a
silent visual protest for marriage equality."
He said the campaign invites
students and community
members to take a stand by

10:24 A.M.
Complainant reported she received
a fraudulent check for $3,880 within
the 400th block of E. Napoleon
Road
2:37 P.M.
Brandon Spicer. 24. of Fremont
Ohio, and Chad Whaley, 27. of
Bowling Green were arrested for
criminal trespass at the Corner Grill.
2:59 P.M.
Complainant reported a male and
female were being "friendly" in
a vehicle parked next to Rent-aCentc
4:50 P.M.
Complainant reported unknown
subject(s) stole his BGSU club
hockey jersey, valued at $80. within
the 200th block of Troup Ave.

THURSDAY
OCT.. 22

EXORCIST

12:43 A.M.
Complainant reported loud music/
noise within the 900th block o( Klotz
Road

From Page 1

ence of all religious backgrounds
absorbed F-sseffs sennon. He
started the presentation reading
the Book Of Revelations, which
professes the origins of evil on
earth.
"In the scriptures he is called
Lucifer, the bearer of light," Esseff
said. "God created this magnificent choir of angels, pun.1 spins
without assigned sex. Chapter 12
in the Book of Revelations says, a

2:11 AM.
Complainant reported unknown
subject(s) took a military backpack
from his vehicle within the 200th
block of N Mam St.

It

ONLINE: oo to bqviews.com for the
complete blotter list

CORRECTION
POLICY

Junior Alyssa Zappola, president of the Delta Gamma
sorority, said she invited all her
members to support NOH8 BG
by getting a group photo.
"I personally feel as Greeks
and as women, it's important
for us to declare that we accept
everyone," she said.
lane Rosser and other members of the Office of Service
Learning also came to take a
group photo. She said she was
UAINABUZAS
I HE BG NEWS
pleased to see other people
PRESIDENT:Sophomore Amanda Ebemait paints a large "N0H8" on USG President
from her office willing to show
Sundeep Mulgi's left cheek Eberhardl helped with public relations for last night's event.
support as a "collective statement of values."
Ana Rodgcrs, events chair
wearing the white shirts and campaign.
"I think it's a great idea and for Vision, the I.GBT group
emulating the photos taken by
I'm here to show my support," on campus, said between last
Bouska.
Krzanoski said the point of junior Kesha Ogletree said. night and today she is expectthe photos is for participants "This is a huge thing and it's ing between 500 and (iOO stuto use them to educate and getting bigger through things dents, faculty and community
members to come and have
provoke questions through like Facebook."
making the photo their profile
Olgetree said she stood in line their pictures taken.
because she said NOH8 BG is a
"This is a way we can raise
pictures.
awareness, it's a giant thing
"Imagine 40 of your friends cause that can make a change.
changing their profile pics at the
Krzanoski said he encour- that affects our community,"
same time for the same cause," ages students to not only come she said. "We have to come
he said. "It encourages dialogue individually and show support, together to make change."
Students who arc still interabout diversity, equality, and but to come as groups.
injustice on this campus."
"This is a chance for sororities, ested in participating in the
Last night, students partici- fraternities and other groups to NOH8 campaign can stop in at
pated in the first wave of pho- take a stand against injustice Union 314 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
tos in support of the NOH8 BG and inequality in their organi- today to get their photo.
"The family frantically called about a local murderer named
great battle broke out in the heavens A huge red dragon arose from me immediately after the bap- Sixty Schwartz who died fifteen
the sky with seven heads and ten tism," Esseff said, i pulled up to years earlier."
Some students who attended
horns. It's tail swept a way a third the house and seen there was a
of the stars in the sky and cre- fire. I went up to the second floor thought it was an impressive
ated darkness The angels battled and asked what happened The speech.
"I thought the presentation
against the dragon and prevailed. family told me they went up to
The devil and his army, were the baby's room and seen a small was interesting and captivating,"
thrown down to earth where his demonic creature. 1 thought okay, junior Andrea Ford said." I was
temptations have been lingering how about we come up with a disappointed that Monsignor
in our world since Adam and Eve name to call the spirt, for some lohn didn't really get too in-depth
reason the name Sixty Schwartz alwiut liis actual exorcisms, but
in the Garden of Eden."
Esseff also spoke of his eyewit- was said. I exorcised the spirt I thought the event was very
ness account where he baptized directly out of the home, and the positive and a great experience I
a newborn child and experienced next day, a stack of papers came enjoyed very much."
to my desk with information
his first demonic encounter.

ment days in Cincinatti,
Cleveland, and Columbus
which we met around 700 posFrom Page 1
sible future students," he said.
During the day families
But he said although there
was a decrease in numbers could meet advisors and facthis year, they are not discour- ulty from the different colleges
aged because of the increase of in the Ballroom while booths
families touring the University and tables were set up for
future students could become
beforehand.
"We had 23% increase or 733 more acquainted with our staff,
students and families that have Swegen said.
"The faculty was surprised at
visited before preview day," he
said. "I was not surprised of how much of an engaged and
the lower numbers because so interested group of students
many other students have vis- they met on Saturday," he said.
While there were booths for
ited."
A not her reason for a decrease the University colleges and
in numbers for Preview day activities. Rice invited part of
is because of the admissions the community to the event.
"We also did something a
recruitments in three major citlittle different this year and
ies in Ohio. Swegan said.
"We had three large recruit- asked Downtown BG and the

PREVIEW

We want to correct alt factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

BGViews
■Your Blocjs
■Your Stories
■Youi Community
■You-News
•Your Views
Visit Your Community @

B6VIEWS.com
hhlli'.-Hii1.::'^

zations," he said.

afraid," Brawn said.

12:49 A.M.
Rebecca Lamour. of Waterville.
Ohio. Devan Welch, of Toledo.
Ashley Alford. of Toledo, and
Zachery Calhoon. of Riga. Mich.,
were cited for criminal trespass on
railroad property on Pike Street.

Tir«»ton«

WWW.BGVIEWS.COM
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Chamber of Commerce to join
us so the parents and prospective students could see what else
is in Bowling Green besides the
University," Rice said.
Activities for the morning
included workshops on specific
majors, the Honors Program,
Financial Aid, transfer student information and tours
of the campus and residence
halls. Student tour coordinator lennifer Suiter arranged the
campus tours for the day.
"As a coordinator. 1 mingled in
the lines and waited for the tour
guides to come pick up the families," she said. "Every five minutes I would split the families
into groups to go on the tours.
Suiter said she thought the day
turned out to be a success for the
University.
"I think the day went pretty
smooth,'1 she said. "I had one
family come up to me and say
that they were very happily surprised that so many people and

BY THE
NUMBERS
Students who attended
Pr*vi«w day in the past.

2009- 543
2008 591
2007 571
2006-575
organizations were involved in
preview day."
Each campus tour guide gave
a very similar tour to the ones
that are given everyday. Sutter
said.
"My tour guides are encouraged to have the same enthusiasm as any other day to day tour
they give," she said. "The only
thing that is different is we do
not show the families the residence halls because they have
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has met with her honors advisor and
her College of Health and Human
Resources advisor, but also said just
asking around campus is a big help
"I haw asked a lot of students
from my classes and the activities
I am involved in about scheduling"
lohnston said, "lust talking to your
current professors and other students that are in your degree will
help the registering process go more
smoothly."
As scheduling inches closer,
Waggoner encourages students to
check to see what time slot they arc
in for Spring Registration.
"When you get on bgsu.edu click
on current student registration,"
Waggoner said. "You can look on the
student center for your registration
time slot"
Waggoner said if any student is
having any problems they can reach
the registration office at 1(4191- 3728441.

DOLLAR
From Page 1

ting gifts." Staup said.
Some name-brand items are
also a dollar at the Dollar Tree,
including Colgate toothpaste,
Hallmark cards, headphones,
iPod coversand Hawaiian Punch
juice.
"We have a lot of college kids
now and we are the only true
store that everything is a dollar, even prescription glasses."
lohnson said.
Comparing Wal-Mart to these
stores is all about prices as customers stated.
"It'sa convenience, and the cost
is low is why I came [to the Dollar
Treel today," customer Susan
Burrissaid.
tour guides in specific halls."
Senior lason Baxter, a Kohl
Hall resident advisor, gave tours
of Kohl on Preview day.
"I have been a resident and a
tour guide for Kohl for all four
years and I like to show how
much pride I have for my hall,"
Baxter said. "I feel like I know the
ins and outs of the building."
The October Preview day is
not the only day to show off the
University, as there is an upcoming one in December and also
one on Presidents Day.
"I think BG needs to make
Preview Day an even bigger
event," Baxter said.
The upcoming preview days
will have more student organizations involved, Rice said.
"We want to show parents and
perspective students the great
student leadership organizations
that we have here on campus,"
he said. "Adding extra-curricular
activities will show perspective
students other opportunities here
on campus besides academics."
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Environmental education
programs show progress one
year after joining together
Gary Silverman

By Brittany Washington
Reporter

HAZY DAYS: Junior Danielle Dodd at the Smoke Out. held by local firefighters and University officials at the Rodgers quadrangle yesterday.

Real-life simulation used to
emphasize fire safety importance
down below because heat rises.
He said they would find a room
to see what it looks like smoked
up and the difference between
the lights on and off. The students
exited at the other end of the hall.
Students walked through the
hall with and without a thermal
imager camera. The camera picks
uptemperaturedifferencesallowing students to see some images,
Ritterbach said.
The smoke out was open to the
entire residence life community.
Fifty-three students attended.
The event only lasted about two
hours, so they tried to get as many
students in and out as possible,
Dowlen said.
"It was interesting and educational because now I know to
count the doors to an exit in any
building I'm in because in case
of a fire, I will be able to find the
exit easily." freshman Sierra Avila
said.
"It was scary not being able to
see anything not even yourself,
and just knowing what it would
be like if there really was a fire,"
freshman Paris Martin said.
Martin also said the experience
was beneficial because she can
apply what she learned to a real
situation like that.
Freshman Eboni Murray said
the smoke out was fun. but also
something to learn from.
"You never think you can be in
a situation like that, so it's good to
know what to do in case of a real

By D Frr.i Jackson
Reporter

A "smoke oiH" in Rodgers
Quadrangle last night allowed
students to experience what it
would be like in a real fire.
The smoke out was an event
designed to educate students on
the importance of fire safety. The
Office of Residence Life, Office
of Environmental Health and
Safety and the Bowling Green Fire
Department all collaborated to
produce the event.
"Around the world, you always
hear about fires that happen in
residence halls, and they do happen in residence halls, and we just
think this is a great way to simulate a situation like that happening so you'll know what it is you're
supposed to do if you encounter a
situation like that." said Lakeshia
Dowlen, senior coordinator/staff
selection and training in the
ORL
The team used a vegetable
oil-based simulated smoke, to
smoke out the first floor east hall
of Rodgers. The vapor is nothing
toxic, Dowlen said. It is not harmful to people or clothes.
Students entered through the
lobby doors and awaited instructions. Firefighter Jim Ritterbach,
said students, in groups of six.
would walk and crawl through
the hall seeing the different levels
of smoke and how it's easier to see

fire," she said.
The event did not happen last
year, although it is not something
new. The smoke out was created
about threeyearsago, Dowlen said.
It is normally done in September
in honor of Fire Safety Prevention
Month, but they ran out of time in
September, she said.
Dowlen said it was good they
got to use Rodgers because it's
empty and they did not have to
worry about bothering residents.
"We just smoked it out |and| set
off alarms without being disruptive," she said.
John Curlis, campus fire and
safety officer in the Office of
Environmental I lealth and Safety,
said, if nothing more, he wants
students to know what it is like to
crawl around when their vision
is impaired. He wants students
to understand the quicker they
respond and leave a building, the
better chance they have of not
encountering big smokes.
"That's why we're so adamant
in getting students to leave their
rooms during fire drills and why
they're sanctioned if they don't
leave," he said.
ONLINE: Chert out wwwbqviews.com

^

for a video about the Smoke Out even!

The
University's newly
improved
Environmental
Studies and Sustainability
department shows much
progress after combining the
two programs nearly a year
ago.
The environmental studies
and sustainability program
consists of three different academic studies including environmental science, environmental health and environmental policy and analysis.
"Our goals for this school
year were mainly student
focused," said Program
Director Gary Silverman.
"This program offers such
tremendous job support. So
we just want more students to
know and to take advantage of
the program."
Silverman said the program
has implemented new courses
that help students in the going
green process.
"For next school year we
are trying to create a minor
in sustainability.'' Silverman
said. "We want to teach students on how to use resources
the right way so we won't see

ft

Environmental
Studies and
Sustainability
Program
Coordinator

the resources they use depleting in the future. Hopefully
this will begin in the fall."
Associate Professor Enrique
Gomezdelcampo
shared
another new project the
department has taken on for
the school year.
"The Environmental Impact
Studies class is currently taking inventory of greenhouse
admissions here on campus."
Gomezdelcampo said, "and
we will see the result of that
concluding Spring semester
2010."
The Interior Arts Program
on campus has also implemented new sustainability
features to the program.
"We are now using a lot
of books that are about
both being environmental
friendly and interior design,"
said Associate Professor Joy
Potthoff. "In classes what we
have been doing to implement
the idea of "going green" is

talking about energy saving
appliances and then the students will make note of those
energy saving appliances on
their project designs."
Silverman said as the
Environmental Studies and
Sustainability
program
becomes more popular, an
environmental studies course
might become a required gen
eral education course for next
year.
Six hundred fifty-six schools
across the country have
signed the American College
and Universities Presidents
Climate Commitment, implementing that a general education course on Environmental
Studies and conservation
be required for graduation,
Silverman said.
Although the University is
not among these schools, 16 in
the state of Ohio have signed,
the most pertinent including
Ohio state, Ohio University
and Toledo.
"I am an advocate for signing the American College
and Universities Presidents
Climate Commitment, it is
definitely something the
University should look into
signing," Silverman said.

PRIDEFULPREPPING

COURTNEY SUllAR , M8GNBK
GETTING READY: A group of students prepare for the Pride Parade, which began at 5 p.m. yesterday evening. The parade took place in
the Union Oval

e Institute far the Study of Culture and SorietBM^atin American and Utina/o Studies Cluster

Ben Franklin
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We have all the
decorations
and sweets you
need to make
this Halloween
a special treat!

Kail & Halloween
Party Supplies
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Halloween Candles
by the pound

Special
Show Student ID
and get

20% discount
on any regular priced
Fall or Halloween
merchandise.
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Fernandez Blanco received
the prestigious screen writing award,
When Uruguayan soccer player Xavi steps outside of
Premio Julio Alejandro de guion de cine,
Uruguay, his Paisito or small country, for the first time,
for Paisito. He has written and staged
he runs into his childhood friend, Rosana. Between love
several plays including La cdrcel de
and hate, she has spent twenty years in Spain waiting for
Carabanchel. In addition to acting on
stages in the United States, Spain, Prance,
Xavi to explain what she remembers of Uruguay in 1973
and Morocco, he has also published a
where nothing could hide people's discontent, politicians'
deep-rooted corruption, the "tupamaros" (national liberation book of poetry entitled Si Paso de los Toros
fuera Memphis (Ed. Integrarte, Uruguay).
movement), the military police, or the coup d'etat people
knew was about to happen. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^
'•■■■■•■■•■■■■■iw
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THE DISAPPEARED

UESAPMttCBO

This documentary from Director/Writer Peter Sanders follows Horacio Pietragalla,
the son of a couple disappeared during Argentina's "Dirty War" (1976-1983), as he
tries to learn about his biological family's history.
Co-sponsored by the Ethnic Cultural Arts Program, the Institute for the Study of Culture and Society,
the Departments of Romance and Classical Studies, Theatre and Film, English, History, and Ethnic Studies.

All events are free and open to the public,

http://www.bgsu.edu/organizations/lalsc
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BLOTTER

N0H8

WEDNESDAY
OCT. 21

From Page 1
afraid," Brown said.
NOH8BG is part of a national
campaign founded by celebrity
photographer Adam Bouska
aftei I'roposilion II passed In
California! banning same sex
couples from marrying, said
Steven kr/anoski. the graduate assistant for the Office of
Multicultural Affairs.
Bouska derided to start
a visual campaign fostering
change in the IC .141 community and its allies I le took pictures
HI Califbrnians wearing white
shirts, tape over their mouths
and "NOIIH" written on their

12 49 A.M.
II

>l Waterville.
Devan Welch, of Toledo,
■ ford, of Toledo, and
. t-alhoon. of Riga. Mich..
• rimmal Trespass on
. erty on Pike Si', I

10 24 AM.
■ -'ported she received
■ -itfck for $5,880 within
• tn block of E. Napoleon

2:37 PM
. cr. 24. of Fremont
Ohio, and Chad Whaley. 27. of
; Green were arrested for
• trespass at the Corner Grill.

faces. The photos represent
how (heLGB/1 community and
its allies have heen silent-cd by
legislation like Proposition8.
" I hese pictures became profile pies |on I acebook' and
then the campaign really took
off," kr/anoski said. Now people all civer the U.S. are making
It their Pacebook picture as a
silent visual protest for marriage equality."
I le said the campaign invites
students
and
community
members to take a stand by

2 59 PM
: reported a male and
• oemg "friendly m
Iced next to Rent-a-

4 50 P.M.
unant reported unknown
!>) stole his BGSU club
I'ued at $80. within
tl block of Troup Ave

THURSDAY
OCT. 22

EXORCIST

1243 AM.

From Page 1

reported loud music/
thin the 900th block of Klotz

encc of all religious backgrounds
absorbed Esseffs sermon, lie
Started the presentation reading
the Book Of Revelations, which
professes the origins of evil on
earth.
"In the scriptures he is called
Lucifer, the hearer of light" I ssefl
siul "God created this magnili
cent choir of angels, pure spirts
without assigned sex. Chapter 12
in the Book of Revelations says, a

211A.M.
' 'oported unknown
. .i military backpack
from his vehicle within the 200th
■ •■. Main St
\ ONLINE:

i'i for the

■

CORRECTION
POLICY

PREVIEW
From Page 1

: to correct all factual errors.
think an error has been made.
BG News at 419-372-6966.

But he said although there
was a decrease in numbers
this year, they are not discouraged because of the increase of
families louring the University
beforehand,
"We had 23% increase or 733
students and families that have
visited before preview day." he
said. "I was not surprised of
the lower numbers because so
many other students have visited."
A nt it her reason for a decrease
in numbers for Preview day

BGVlews
■Yow Blogs
■

Stories

••

Community

■Yout News
•You-Views

is because of the admissions
recruitments in three major cities in ()hio, Svvegan said.
"We had three large recruit-

■

.

BGVIEWS.com

WWW.BGVIEWS.COM

zations." he said.
Junior Alvssa Zappola, president of the Delta Gamma
sorority, said she invited all her
members to support N( )118 B( •
by getting a group photo.
' "I personally feel as Greeks
and as women, it'-, important
for us to declare that we accept
everyone," she said
lane llosscr and other members of the Office of Sen ice
I earning also came to take a
group photo. She said she was
pleased to see other people
hum her office willing to show
support as a "collective stale

ALAIN A BU2AS

PRESIDENTiSopbomore Amanda Ebeilwl paints a large "N0H8" on USG President
su-'devp Mutgi's left cheek. Ebeihardt Helped with public relations for last night s event.
wearing the white shirts and
emulating the photos taken by
Bouska.
krzannski said the point of
the photos is for participants
to use them to educate and

provoke questions through
making the photo their profile
pictures.
"Imagine 40 of your friends

changing their profile pics at the
same time for the same cause."
he said. "It encourages dialogue
about diversity, equality, and
injustice on this campus."
Last night, students participated in the first wave of photos in support of the NOI III IK I

great battle bn ike out in the heavens. A huge nil dragon arose from
the sky With sev en beads and ten
horns. It's tail swept a way a third
of the stars in the sky and created darkness. I he angels hauled
against the dragon and prevailed.
I he devil and his army, weie
thrown clown to earth where his
temptations have heen lingering
in our world since Adam and Eve

in the Garden of Eden."
Ivssefl also spoke of his eyewitness account where he baptized
a newborn child and experienced
his first demonic encounter.

ment days in
Cincinaiti.
Cleveland, and Columbus
which we met around 700 possible future students* he said.
During the day families
could meet advisors and faculty from the different colleges
in the Ballroom while booths
and tables were set up for
future students could become
more acquainted with our stall.
Swegen said.
"The faculty was surprised at
how much of an engaged and
interested group of students
they met on Saturday,'' he said.
While there were booths for
the University colleges and
activities. Bice invited part of

the community to the event
"We also did something a
little different this year and
asked Downtown BO and the

mmmmiimi

ftp r. .Mw.'rwyj twCU U

campaign.
"I think it's a great idea and
I'm here to show my support,"
junior Kesha Ogletree said.
"This is a huge thing and It's
getting bigger through things
like 1 -acebook."
Olgetree said she stood in line
because she said NOH8 BG is a
cause thai can make a change.
Kr/anoski said he encourages students to not only come
individually and show support,
but to come as groups.
"This is a chance for sororities,
fraternities and other groups to
take a stand against injustice
and Inequality In their organi-

"The family frantically called
me immediately alter the baptism," l.sscff said. "I pulled up to
the house and seen there was a
fire. I went up to the second How
and asked what happened. The
lamih told me they went up to
the haliy's room and seen .1 small
demonic creature. I thought okay,
bow about we come up with a
name to call the spin, for some
reason the name Sixty Schwartz
was said. I exorcised the spirt
directly out of the home, and the
next day, a stack of papers came
to my desk with information

Chamber of Commerce to join
us so the parents and prospective students could see what elseis in Bowling Green besides the
University." Rice said.
Activities for the morning
included workshops on specific
majors, the Honors Program,
Financial Aid, transfer stu
dent information and tours
of the campus and residence
halls. Student tour coordinator lennifer Slitter arranged the
campus lours for the day.
"As a coordinator, I mingled in
the lines and waited for the lour
guides to come pick up the families," she said. "Every live minutes I would split the families
into groups to go on the tours.
Suiter said she thought the day
turned out to be a success for the
University.
"I think the day wenl pretty
smooth," she said. "I had onefamily come up to me and say
that they were very happily surprised that so many people and

OFF!
r Tires:

for Vision, the I CUT group
on campus, said between last
night and today she is expect
Ing between 500 and 600 students, faculty and communirj
members to come and have
their pictures taken.
"This is a way we can raise
awareness, it's a giant thing
that affects our community,"
she said. "We have to come
together to make change.
Students who are still interested in participating in the
Mil III campaign can stop in at

Union 314 from 9 a.m. lo5p.m.
today to get their photo.

about a local murderer named
Sixtj Schwartz who died fifteen
v ears earlier."
Some students who attended
thought it was an impressive
speech.
"I thought the presentation
was interesting and captivating."
junior Andrea lord said." I was
disappointed thai Monsignor
lohn didn't really get too in-depth
aboul his actual exorcisms, bin
I thought the event was vet)
positive and a great experience I
enjoyed very much."

BY THE
NUMBERS
Students who attended
Preview day in the past.

2009- 543
2008-591
2007 571
2006 575
organizations were involved in
preview clay."
Each campus tour guide gave
a very similar lour to the ones
thai aie given everyday, Suiter
said.
"My tour guides tire encouraged to have the same enthusiasm as any other day to day lour
they give," she said, "I he only
thing that is different is we do
not show the families the residence balls because they have

'out6Su(e

Mail-In Rebate'

Anvj

meiu of values."
Ana lloclgeis. events chair
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"When you get on ligsu.edu click

on current student registration,"
Waggi net said. "Von can look 011 the
student center for your registration
time slot."
Waggoner said if any student is
having any pit iblct 1 is they can reach
the registration office at l-(419)- 3728441.

DOLLAR
From Page I
ling gills.'Staup said.
Some name-brand items are
also a dollar at the Dollar tree,
including Colgate toothpaste,
Hallmark cards, headphones,
il'od covers and Hawaiian Punch
juice.
"We have- a lot of college kids
now and we tire the only true
Mure that everything is a dollar, even prescription glasses."
lohnsonsaicl.
Comparing Wal-Mart to these
stores is all about prices as cits
miners stated.
"It'sa convenience, and t he cost
is low is why I came |to the Dollar
Tree] today," customer Susan
Burris said.

tour guides in specific halls."
Senior lason Baxter, a kohl
I hill resideni advisor, gave lours
of Kohl on Preview day.
"I have been a resident and a
lour guide for Kohl for all four
years and I like to show how
much pride I have for my hall."
Baxter said. "I feel like I know the
ins and outs of the building.''
The October Preview day is
not the only day to show off the
University, as there is an upcoming one in December and also
one on Presidents Day.
"I think BC1 needs to make
Preview Day an even bigger
event," Baxter said.
The upcoming preview days
will have more student organizations involved. Rice said.
"We want to show parents and
perspective students the greal
student leadership organizations
that we have here on campus."
he said. "Adding extra-curricular
activities will show perspectivestudents other opportunilies here
on campus besides academics."
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• Do All Your Laundry in Just 4 Minutes! •
Take two minutes to drop all your dirty laundry,
our professional attendants will wash, dry and
fold it for you.

Brought loyou by:

BGSU.
VW belli, ,',! . vnrrn
41S.W1 21S1

VISIT US ON !H( Will . llt-llr.r-.r .„-,

GLASS CITY
FEDERAL

QUICK CL£AW ^UWOKY

'CREDIT UNION

gallery

and

studio

total and n-yKM-jl fine art and tuft . Btxky Lwbs, Orviiet'DifOCloi • MUM* | (jirwukom

116 S. Main Street
Bowling Green, OH
Noon - 5:00PM
Tuesday

Spend your day with your family not your washer!

CLtTTHING

MEW 2 YOU

Drop-Off Times
M-F: 7am-7pm

in for Spring Registration.

Ten Warning Signs of Too

■sftflKHHK

Across from ALDI

KKITOMO

has met with her honors athisor and
her College of Health and Human
Resources advisor, but also said just
asking around campus b a big hdp
"I have asked a lot of students
from my classes and the activities
I am involved in aboul scheduling,'
lohnston slid, "lust talking to your
cuiTent professors and other students thai an' in your degree will
help the registering pre KVSS go mote
smoothly."
As scheduling inches closer.
Waggoner encourages students to
check to sevvvhat time slot theyaiv

Much Debt-Pan 1

M

Mnsameamt

From Page 1

OIL
CHANGE
with Tire Rotation"

14191

IHOU» PIT STOP rmc SERVICE, GUARANTEED.

SCHEDULE

SHOP

419-352-4455
Saturday

HOUSES!
CLOSE TO CAMPUS

Coin Laundry
Open 24 hours a day!

M0-'11 May/Aug.
Leases Now Available
CalU 19-352-6064
or www.froboserentals.com
for current listing

These houses won't
last long

M

At the Woodland
Mall across from the
movie theatres.
■k.ilooClolUit "-

I

Call TODAY!
FROBOSF. RENTALS
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Environmental education
programs show progress one
year after joining together
By Brittany Washington

Gary Silverman

talking about energy saving
appliances and then the stu
dents will make note ol those
energy saving appliances on
their project designs
Silverman said as the
Environmental studies and
Sustainability
program
lire cimes incur popular, an

Environmental

CHRISTINA MCGINN1S
HAZY DAYS:

'

\*xkl at ihe Smoke Out Hold by local firefighters and University officials at the Rodgers quadrangle yesterday

Real-life simulation used to
emphasize fire safety importance
ByDErra Jackson
Reporte*

A "smoke out" in Rodgers
Quadrangle last night allowed
students to experience what ii
would be like in a real fire.
The smoke out was an evenl
designed lo educate students on
the importance of fire safety. The
Office of Residence Life, office
of Environmental Health and
Safety and the BowlingGreen Fire
Department all collaborated to
produce (lie event.

"Around the world, you always
hear about fires that happen In
residence halls, and they do nap
pen in residence halls, and we just
think this is a great way to simulate a situation like that happening so you'll know what it Is you're
supposed lo do it you encounter a
situation like that" said Lakeshia
Dowlen, senior coordinator/staff
selection and training in the
OKI..
Ihe team used a vegetable
oil-based simulated smoke, to
smoke out the first floor east hall
of Hodjieis. I he \a|H>r is nothing
toxic, I towien said. It is not harm
ful to people or clothes.
Students entered through the
lobby doors and awaited instructions. Firefighter fim Ritterbach,
said students, in groups of six,
would walk and crawl through
the hall seeing the different levels
of smoke and how it's easier to see

down below because heat rises,
tie said they would find a room
to see what it looks like smoked
up and the difference between
the lights on and off. The students
exited at the other end of the hall.
Students walked through the
hall with and without a thermal
Imager camera The camera picks
irp temperature differences allowing students to see some images.

Ritterbach said
I he smoke out was open to the
entire residence life community.
Fifty-three students attended.
The event only lasted about two
hours, so they tried to get as many
students in and out as possible,
Dowlen said.
"It was interesting and educational because now I know to
count the doors to an exit in any
building I'm in because in case
of a fire. I will lie able to find the
exit easily.'' freshman Sierra Avila
said.
"It was scary not being able to
see anything, not even yourself,
and just knowing what it would
be like if there really was a fire,''
freshman Paris Martin said.
Martin also said the experience
was beneficial because she can
apply what she learned to a real
situation like that.
Freshman hboni Murray said
the smoke out was fun, but also
something to learn from.
"You never think you can be in
a situation like that, so it's good to
know what to do in case of a real

Ben Franklin
-QYOUR PARTY SUPPLY S0URCE^>-

fire." she said.
The event did not happen last
year, although it is not something
new, The smoke out was created
aboutthrceyears ago. Dowlen said.
It is normally done in September
in honor of Fire Safety Prevention
Month, but they ran out of time in
September, she said.
Dowlen said it was good they
got to use Rodgers because it's
empty and they did not have to
worry about bothering residents.
"We just smoked it out |and| set
off alarms without being disruptive, "she said.
John Curlis. campus fire and
safety officer in the Office ol
Fnvironniental I lealth and Safety,
said, if nothing more, he wants
students to know what it is like to
crawl around when their vision
is impaired. He wants students
to understand the quicker they
respond and leave a building, the
better chance they have of not
encountering big smokes.
That's why we're so adamant
in getting students to leave their
rooms during fire drills and why
they're sanctioned if they don't
leave."' he said.
IS.

ONLINE:

UT

toid videoo ai
about

Check out www.bqviewscom
the Smoke Out event

The
University's
newly
improved
Fnvironniental
Studies and Sustainability
department
shows
much
progress after combining the
two programs nearly a year
ago.
The environmental studies
and sustainability program
consists of t hree different academic studies including environmental science, environmental health and environmental policy and analysis,
"Our goals for this school
year were mainly student
focused,"
said
Program
Director Gary Silverman.
"This program offers such
tremendous job support. So
we just want more students to
know and to take advantage of
the program."
Silverman said the program
has implemented new courses
that help students in the going
green process.
"for next school year we
are trying to create a minor
in sustainability,'' Silverman
said. "We want to teach students on how to use resources
the right way so we won't see

Studies and
Sustainability
Program
Coordinator
the resources they use depict
ing in the future. Hopefully
this will begin in the fall."
Associate Professor Fnrique
Gomezdelcampo
shared
another new project the
department has taken on for
I he school year.

environmental studies course
might become a required gen
eral education course for ne.xl
year.
Six hundred tiltv six schools
across the country have
signed the American College
and Universities Presidents
Climate Commitment, implementing that a general education course' on Environmental
Studies and conservation
be required for graduation,
Silverman said.
Although the University is

"The Environmental Impact
studies class is currently taking inventory of greenhouse
admissions here on campus,
Gomezdelcampo said, "and
we will see the result of that
concluding Spring semester
2010."
Ihe Interior Arts Program
on campus has also imple-

not among these schools, 16 in
ihe slate of Ohio have signed.
tin- most pertinent including
Ohio state. Ohio University
and Toledo.
"I am an advocate for signing the American College
and Universities Presidents
Climate Commitment, it is
definitely
something
Ihe
University should look into
signing," Silverman said.

mented new sustainability
features to the program.
"We are now using a lot
of books that are about
both being environmental
friendly and interior design,"
said Associate Professor loy
Polthoff. "In classes what we
have bee n doing to I niplemenl
the idea ol "going green" is

IDEFULPREPPING

COUtcINEVSIElUB
GETTING READY: A .jroup of students prepare for the Pride Parade, which began at 5 pm yesterday evening The parade took place in
rhe Union Oval

The Institute for the Study of Culture and Society's Latin American and Latina/o Studies Cluster

Human
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Screening of

!a 11 Country) In Spanish with FrtgJtert5ur.tft1o<;
We have all the

Followed by a Conversation with Award Winning Screenwriter
and Actor, Ricardo Fernandez Blanco

decorations
and sweets you
need to make
this Halloween
a special treat!

Pall & Halloween
Party Supplies

Monday, October 26, 2009
4:00 p.m. BTSU Theatre (Rm. 206)
. -' . -

■ ■■■■■

Wo/ %!W> $tit<*.^iuiil $*UL*if

Halloween Candles
by the pound

Special
Show Student ID
and get

20% discount
on any regular priced
Fall or Halloween
merchandise.

154 S. Main St
I 419-352-3389
open evenings mini II pm

Ricardo Fernandez Blanco received
the prestigious screenwriting award,
Premio Julio Alejandro de guion de cine,
for I'aisito. He has written and staged
several plays including La cdrcel de
Carabanchcl. In addition to acting on
stages in the United States, Spain, France,
and Morocco, he has also published a
book of poetry entitled Si Paso de los Toms
fuera Memphis (Ed. Integrarte, Uruguay).

When Uruguayan soccer player Xavi steps outside of
Uruguay, his Paisito or small country, for the first time,
he runs into his childhood friend, Rosana. Between love
and hate, she has spent twenty years in Spain waiting for
Xavi to explain what she remembers of Uruguay in 1973
where nothing could hide people's discontent, politicians'
deep-rooted corruption, the "tupamaros" (national liberation
movement), the military police, or the coup d'etat people
knew was about to happen.
^■■■iW^B
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THE DISAPPEARED

—tk>r»
DESHPARfXIOO

This documentary from Director/Writer Peter Sanders follows Horacio Pietragalla,
the son of a couple disappeared during Argentina's "Dirty War" (1976-1983), as he
tries to learn about his biological family's history.

Co-sponsored by the Ethnic Cultural Arts Program, the Institute for the Study of Culture and Society,
the Departments of Romance and Classical Studies, Theatre and Film, English, History, and Ethnic Studies.
All events are free and open to the public, http://www.bgsu.edu/organizations/lalsc
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"I'm proud to stand up for my rights and I m not afraid."
- Darnell Brown, freshman,
on participating in the NOH8 BG campaign [see story, pg. 1].
Friday October 25.2009 4
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If you could exorcise one bad behavior, what would it be?

1 never study, so I'd

"I wish I could stop

exorcise that."

overusing my meal

"My habit of not
going to dass."

"Procrastinating."

k

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own take on

plan."

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
ALEXIS VARGAS.
Freshman.
Neuroscience

JAREDSTILWELL.
Freshman.
Architecture

BRANDON HILL.

KATIE GOOD.
Freshman.
Nursing

Sophomore.
Computer Technology

The Mac vs. PC battle
needs to come to an end

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgviewscom

THE LEGEND OF BONES MALONE
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released lor both Mac and PC on
WLSU..ITS«H».
the s:ime day.
I will also agree that there are
several important differences,
including programming being
Written Ibt only one type of com
puter. Icir instance, there is a large
KEITH PAKIZ I THE BG NEWS
amount of PC-exdusrVe games.
I lello I'm ,i Mac..."
whereas most creativity-centered
"And I'm a PC"
programs are i mly for Macs.
Who else knows exactly what
STAFF EDITORIAL | SCHOOL SPIRIT
I am guessing at this point that just people with PCs dial I get this reaci-. coming after these lines are
you are wondering what this has tion from, but also people who haw
uttered? I am willing to bel ever)
to do with anything, so let me older or not as upgraded Macs. ()h, atxl
I KKIY who heats these wotds starts
tell you: you are neither cool nor (he ability to look at people with a smug
thinking ot Justin Long, the young,
lame because of the computer grin on my boa when they glared at me
hip Mar. and lohn HiHlgman. the
from across the Union.
you have.
dorky, desperate PC
But I am here today to tell you, for
My girlfriend and I have gotten
This lias been a debate thai has
into arguments dial haw lasted the average person, the only thing you
been going on for dose to 20 years
for almost an hour numerous will gain from using a Mac is a false
and I. for one, feel that it is time for
times over whether her Mac was sense of entitlement and an empty
die computer wars to be over.
Ix'tter then my PC And I admit, I waled while the only things to be
U't me start out by siying that
used 10 fed like it was a competi- gained from a PC are looks of disdain
I am a proponent ofopen-SOUtce
from us mighty Mac users and die
tion between her and myself.
software and am very comfortAnd then I got one. I finally' random vims every now and again.
able using the three major operI'm a Mac and I'm a It; and I
broke down and got a Mac, citing
ating systems: Windows, Mac OS
the increased usability of photo- just have to ask, can't we all just get
and Linux.
along?
and video-editing programs.
The main problem with these
And what did I get for spendingall
generalizations and propaganda
tliat extra money? (Hares from peois that they lead to actual animosHes/xHul in Ryan at
ple with something not-so-fondly
ity not just among technology
ilifiwH sQbgMt 's.com
referred to as "Mac envy" And it isn't
experts but also people who just
You know, the Falcons don't
"Remember the
suck.
When the school year begins, Troy game, when the
we wait in anticipation to sec
how wonderful our football Falcons came out for
team will play and if they will
give us a reason to sacrifice our a surprising big win?"
PoDutantS are finding their way eliminate plastic hags altogether.
plastic containers there and, in
Saturdays to stand in the cold.
into simple microorganisms, which But. do not limit your reduction a couple of weeks, make die trek
But this season has not
are making their way up the food to bags, either. Plastic .Tbottles are to the recycling center, which is
open 24-hours, and dispose of
been the dream we imagined.
numbers he's been putting up,
chain. Although it is uncertain if a problem too.
your plastic Plain and simple.
We have a new coach, and
these pesky polymers have made
Reuse.
it's an inevitable comparison.
The plastic you do not reuse,
that brings new hope, but our ILcFevour is) the MAC's version
their way into the human digesA simple word that requires
reduce and recycle accumulates
Falcons are just not playing the of Tim Tebow," BGSU coach
tive system, scientists speculate it is initiative. You can reuse plastic,
over time and is eventually carway we want at home.
Dave Clawson said.
already in our bodies, according to folks. It is simple.
Before we look ahead to next
Take those menacing plastic ried out to sea in a wave so debris
While LeFevour is a national
li is located in the Pacific Ocean, a recent Rolling Stone article. Want
I lags again and use diem after you where it could cause birds and
fall and give up on our 2009 force, BGSU quarterback Tyler
and it has turned the crystal clear a side of plastic widi your fish?
mammals to die of starvation and
Falcons, let's continue the tra- Shcehan will help turn tomorBut the amazing thing is, the bring them home from the groblue water into a sea of mounting
dition of this season.
answer to our problems is simple — cery store (although you shouldn't dehydration with bellies full of
row's game into a good oldplastic.
Remember the Troy game,
fashioned, gun-slingers duel.
Dubbed the Great Pacific reduce, reuse and recycle. Although use them at all) as trash hags or plastic, l-'ish are ingesting toxins
when the Falcons came out for
So be prepared to get on your
Garbage Patch, diis floating mass diis will not reverse the damage we do what I do, use diem as a lunch at such a rate diat soon they will
a surprising big win? Granted, feet, as both teams should find
spans twice the size of Texas and have already caused, it can prevent box. But don't toss them as soon as no longer IK- safe to eat.
Two hundred bUlion pounds of
we had a full house for the Boise the end zone multiple times in
is destroying marine ecosystems, the biggest landfill in the world from you use them, because soon your
favorite marine animal might be plastic is produced each year and
State game, which ended quite a high-scoring showdown that
quickly making its way up our food growing.
terribly (49-141. But things have could be a preview for the MAC
And it's funny because we have swimming through them.
10 percent of this plastic ends up
chain. Also called die Western and
Also, support those compain our oceans, where 70 percent
started looking better.
Championship game.
lastem Pacific Garbage Pitches, the been hearing the three 'R's' since
nies who do reuse their plastic. sinks damaging life on the ocean
The Falcons have won two
Yes, it is still feasible for BGSU
(ireat Pacific t iarbage hitch floats childhood, but it still doesn't stick.
Reduce.
straight road games and have to reach the MAC title as they
Preserve is a great example of floor, according to the United
between I lawaii and CaUfomia and
scored at least 30 points in each.
Stop using plastic. Yes, it is in a company taking big steps to Nations Environmental Program.
sit only one game behind Ohio
Irom die east of lapan to die west of
almost everything from toys to ensure less plastic winds up in The rest of that plastic floats in die
So let's keep our momentum, and Temple University in the
I lawaii.
Every day, pounds of plastic toothbrushes to clothes. Plastic our oceans. You can send them Great Pacific Garbage Patch.
and put the game against Ohio MAC East, and a win against
University and all of our nonmakes its way from cities and towns polymers have invaded our every- your plastic from measuring
The worse part about this
the Chippewas could be the
day accessories, but reductions can cups to yogurt cups to take-out patch is the little effort to clean
conference losses behind us. driving force for a strong final
to our rivers, which carry this dangerous pollutant into our oceans. easily be made.
containers and they will cycle up the mess. Although the plasOur Falcons are still playing third against a considerably
lake plastic bags for example. them back through as table- tic is not biodegradcable, it is a
and they still need our support. weaker schedule.
Quickly finding its way to the North
So go to the game tomorrow.
Plus, it's a Saturday. What else
hicific Subtropical Gyre, a slow As global tumbleweeds. 500 billion ware, razors or even — wait for matter of reducing the among
moving, Clockwise spiral of currents plastic bags are used every year it — a tongue cleaner.
of plastic carried out to sea as
Not only will you get to watch are you going to do at noon?
So take die initiative and read many scientists believe if we
two of the best teams in the
So grab a hot chocolate and
fueled by a high-pressure system of in die wood and it is as simple as
Edward Norton has so eloquently up on companies like Preserve stop introducing more plastic,
Mid-American Conference, watch BGSU's leading receiver
air currents, this plastic rests indefinably in the largest landfill in the said, "bag die bag" and BYOB (Bring or the Tennessee-based Plastic the sea itself might be able to
you'll also be able to enjoy Freddie Barnes catch passes
the talents of one of the best and maybe take a gander at the
world, in which 80 percent of the Your Own Bag).
Uimbcr Company; which turns circle the trash out of die Gryes.
Or let's take it a step further, and all your old plastic into decks,
players in conference history, legendary quarterback on the
plastic comes from land.
But we have not reduced our
You see, plastic polymers do ban or tax all plastic bags. Cities porches and tables.
plastic pollutants enough to
Dan LeFevour. from Central other side.
Recycle. Recycle. Recycle.
help the ocean do that.
Michigan University.
They've lost a couple of
not biodegrade. They get smaller like San Francisco and Boston, and
I cannot emphasize this
Students, like yourself, busi"Last year 1 saw (Florida's!
and smaller, but never go away. countries like Ireland, Taiwan, South
games at home, but they're still
Tim Tebow live. And with the our Falcons.
In most cases, the plastic wind- Africa, Singapore and more have enough. It is a simple matter of nesses and the government
ing up in our oceans were used taken steps to reduce their plastic Mug conscious with your plas- can help to reverse this growlor mere seconds before going to bag consumption. Many of these tic. If you live on campus, the ing plastic landfill. Our society
spend eternity in the ocean or in cities will tax stores and consumers resources arc all around you. All has caused this problem and
the bellies of marine life.
in an effort to reduce plastic use or you do is walk down die hall and we need to fix it and step one is
place your plastic into containusing our three R's.
ers saying plastic. If you live off
SPEAK YOUR MIND
campus, it is all about die initiaGot something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
tive. Set up a bin and encourage
Respond 101 Hii ill
WWW.
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor;
your roommates to place their
tlieneus@bfpieuis.com
watch the commercials.
The campaign, started in May
2(KKi. doubtlessly has always
been highly entertaining, but
does anybody truly believe there
is as large a difference between
the turi as Apple's ads suggest?
If you were to listen to my girlfriend, then yes, there is. I or me.
somebody who uses both systems on a daily basis, then' really
aren't as main differences as one
might assume.
first off. the applications
offered for Ixith are remarkably
similar, including free e-mail, text
and photo-viewing programs.
Well, this might not seem like a
big deal, but consider the three
main reasons a majority of people
use a computer.
Second, you can do all things
involving the Internet the exact
same way on both a IT and a
Mac. This might seem like common sense but some people
believe that you can't do a lot of
things on eHhei system.
Finally, you can, in fact, play
games on both a PC and a Mac.
The new game "Sims 3" was

Falcon football
worth watching
despite their
home struggles

Three small R's could solve big environmental problem
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Information Center.
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Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
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to a current issue on the University's
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GUEST COLUMNS are generally
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printed
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ONLINE: At www.bgnewssports.com see a video
preview with audio from Central Michigan quarterback
Dan LeFevour and BG quarterback Tyler Sheehan.
5

CHIPPEWAS VS. FALCONS

ALL
IN
FOR THE WIN

^^Sp^k

Players to put in plenty of effort for decisive MAC battle
By Scan Shapiro
Assistant Sports Editor

With their eyes on the Mid-American
Conference championship, and the
best team in the conference invading
Doyt Perry Stadium, the Falcons are
gearing up for battle.
"Everybody's getting confidence
in themselves and in the team," said
senior receiver Freddie Barnes. "We'll
come prepared like we always do and
won't have a problem with being successful."
But Central Michigan will also bring
plenty of effort into the game as they
look to win their seventh straight game.
And it all starts with their quarterback.
For the first and last time in his career,
arguably the best quarterback in MAC

^ESS3^

Dan
LeFevour
Has scored 25 total
touchdowns this
season

history will make an appearance in
HowlingGreen tomorrow.
Already the MAC career leader in
total yards and completions, Central
Michigan's Dan LeFevour will look
to improve upon his team's six game
winning streak, dating back to a 29-27
upset win over Michigan State in early
September.
I Tiis season LeFevour has accounted

^Eg^gg^

See BATTLE IPaqe 6

CM13 looks to add Falcons to list of victims tomorrow
of Arizona developed a working strategy to contain CMI3. However, over
the past few weeks, cases of CM13
have been spotted at Michigan State,
Alcorn State, Akron, Buffalo. Eastern
Michigan and Western Michigan
resulting in heartbreak and disapOver the past six months, the, H1N1 pointment across the campuses
virus, also known as the swine flu, despite efforts to minimize the
has made headlines throughout the effects of CM 13.
United States. Recently a vaccinaSeveral months ago, CM13, also
tion was developed, which com- known as LeFevour. was identified
monly sells out within hours of its by the Mid-American Conference as
arrival at any given location.
having the potential to cause mass
Tomorrow, BG's football team destruction. LeFevour has lived up
will take measures to prevent the to the hype, and this week, BG coach
spread of CM 13. Although CM 13 has Dave Clawson reminded the media
received much less attention on the that once CM13 reached a college
national scale, CM 13 has made an
See CMU IPaqe 8
impression throughout the region.
In early September, the University

^toHnss^
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THE DEATH CARDS:
What the Falcons need to
do to beat the Chippewas

^gijSLi^

CONTAIN LEFEVOUR: CMUs

>>

quarterback is a threat to pass or

DOUBLE COVER BARNES: BG

>>

one-man team if he wanted. CMUs

both well or LeFevour will become

defense will have to clamp down on

their death card.

him, or he could be the death card.

return man Antonio Brown has

>>

PRESSURE SHEEHAN: BG
T

yler Sheehan will find an open tar-

returned two punts for touchdowns

get if he is not pressured CMU has

this season. If he can get through,

stars who can rush And they better,

he will become BG's death card

or Sheehan will be the death card.

0-LINE: A revamped offensive

>>

receiver Freddie Barnes could be a

■un and 8G will have to defend

PUNT COVERAGE: Chippewa

>>

What the Chippewas need
to do to beat the Falcons

line will have to hold back the

QUIET THE CROWD: A raucous

>>

Doyt Perry Stadium crowd is the last

CMU defensive line and lineback-

thing CMU wants The Falcon crowd

e*s, including Nick Bellore. He can

will become the death card if the

become BG's death card if not.

Chips don't quiet them early

Gavin Dozier leading
Falcons into annual
cancer awareness game
By John Lopez
Reporter

Flu hits BG netters this week
By Chris Sojka
Reporter

Gavin
Dozier

Started the cancer
For four years, Falcon men's socawareness game for
cer player Gavin Dozier has wom
BG soccer
the same bracelet.
Neither expensive nor trendy,
its sole purpose is to serve as a
reminder; a reminder that no tasized before they got to it. That
matter what happens on the was a tough semester."
Soon after the end of Gavin's
field, there are things in life more
freshman year, his father began
important than soccer.
On that simple rubber brace- the two year process of radiation
let are three words — "support, therapy, in hopes of defeating
educate and advocate" — and the cancer once and for all.
"It had an effect on me; there
when Gavin's father Derrick was
diagnosed with prostate can- was a lot of crying early on,"
cer back in 2005, those words Dozier said. "But my dad is a
jovial and positive guy, and one
became ones to live by.
"When we first found out about of the best ways to combat canthe cancer, we were relieved cer is with a positive attitude."
Instead of taking a sympathetbecause the doctors could
remove the entire prostate," ic tone over his father's illness,
Dozier said. "But when I got back
See CANCER I Page 9
to school after break, we found
out that the cancer had metas-
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RYANPIItOG 'HE BG NEWS
BACK IN ACTION?: David Solway may return to the Falcons after an injury he sustained in the team's fits! exhibition

Hockey looks to rebound
The two teams will be back
By Paul Barmy
in action tomorrow to conclude
Reporter
the series with another 7:05
Coach Dennis Williams chal- p.m. start.
lenged his team last week to
The Friars (2-1-0) got the best
put forth a stronger effort on of the Falcons (0-2-0) ayearago
when they won 4-3 in Schneider
the ice.
Today, coaches and fans will Arena.
see which player stepped up
Providence split a two-game
to the challenge as the Falcons set last week against then
host Providence in anon-leaguc,
SeeHOCKEY|Paqe8
two-game series beginning at
7:05 p.m.

The flu bug has hit the BC! volleyball team, too.
Players Shari Luther, Alex
Zlabis, Emily Kauth and
Cassie Berning have been
said to come down with flulike and bronchitis symptoms
over the last several days.
"It's been a rough couple of
days," said coach Denise Van
De Walle. "The outcome of
this weekend is really going
to depend on how the players
are feeling. We may have to
make some adjustments out
there on the floor."
The Falcons will have a little
over 24 hours to regroup as
they take on Ball State today
and Toledo tomorrow.
The Cardinals enter this
weekend at 10-11 (3-5 MidAmerican Conference). The
Falcons beat them last year in
Anderson Arena as well as at
their home court.
Ball State has been struggling as of late as they have
dropped five of their last seven
matches. But they have two top

RACHEIRADWANSKI
DOWN: Shan Luther (left) is one of the
players hit by the flu

players in Kelsey Brand I and
Charde Phillips, who rank second and forth In MAC attack
percentage, respectively.
As a team, the Cardinals
are averaging 1.49 aces per set,
which puts them at second In
See NETTERS | Page 9
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With scholarship, Kean to help BG against Notre Dame
By C J Wation
Reporter

BENHUIL

THEKINEWS

LAST CHANCE: Alywa Zuccaro (I!) and (he test of (he Falcons mill look (o beal one o( the
top teams m the MAC (his weekend (o keep then [I'ayoff hopes alive.

Women's soccer
needs wins to keep
playoffs hopes alive
By Angclo Volott.i

"We should have
already qualified

Report*
The li(l women's soccer team
has to play two of the top three
teams in the Mid-American
Conference this weekend. The
Falcons 09-3, l-4-:s MAC) will
face Central Michigan (13-3-0)
and Eastern Michigan (8-5-31
this weekend.
The Falcons will have their
hands lull this weekend, hut
coach And) Richards and his
squad know they have to win.
'There's a lot of anticipation. A

tot of excitement. This team does
good under pressure," Richards
said, "We're due to create an
upset. I know Central Michigan
and Eastern Michigan are eon
cerned
It is pretty much impossible to
clinch a playoff hid if the team
doesn't win at least two of their
last three games. That means
HCi must at least deleal Central
Michigan or Eastern Michigan
this weekend.
file Falcons are coming off
a successful weekend on the
homestandi heating Buffalo
and lung Kent Mate. Bui that
needs to continue because it's
not nearly enough.
It's not a great position to he
in," Richards said, "We should
have already qualified for the

MAC Tournament, We are

for the MAC
Tournament. We
are made to compete
every single game."
made to compete every single
game.''
Central Michigan comes into
the game with an impeccable
8-0 record in MAC play. The
Chippcwas have mowed right
through their competition, and
in doing have become the team
to beat in the MAC.
The Falcons travel to Mount
Pleasant today to face the CMU
al I p.m., then travel to Ypsilanti
where they will square off with
the FMU Sunday with a l p.m.

kickoff.
Richards left for their road trip
to the state up north with these
comments.
"We are going to go on the read
and play two of the best three, I
can't promise anything, but we
are going to give it everything we
can. I really believe there's something left in this team." Richards
said.

A BCi freshman rugby player
has been awarded a prestigious
rugby scholarship,
Freshman prop/lock/flanker,
Bryan Kean. is one of 10 players
in the United States to receive
this award.
I.ast year, the United States
Kugby football Foundation
started the Kevin Higgins
Scholarship which awarded six
high school seniors who are
going on to play rugby in college.
This year, the foundation is giving away up to 10 scholarships
to deserving players advancing
their education while playing
rugby in college.
Fhe scholarship is made to
honor Kevin Higgins, affectionately known as "Uiggy" by
friends and teammates. Higgins
was known for his hard work,
leadership and courage. The
scholarship's goal is to keep

BATTLE
From Page 5
for 23 total touchdownsand poses
a threat to hurt the BG defense
on the ground or through the air
every play.
"Any time you face a running
i|uartcrl>ack. it really forces you
to play assignment football," said
BCi coach DaveClawson.
While LeFevour will pose a
tough test for the Falcon defense,
the Central Michigan defense will
have to try and control one of
the nation's top senior quarterhack-wide receiver duo's in Tyler
Shcchan and Barnes.
So far this season Shechan has
passed for 2236 yards, the second most in the nation, with 882
of those yards going to Barnes
who leads the nation in receiving
yards, receptions 1851 and touchdowns (8).
ilie senior duo has been clicking especially well as of late. In
the last two games, Shcchan and
Barnes have connected for six
touchdowns and 32 receptions
While Bames had an easy time
finding time and space against
winless Ball State last weekend.
Central Michigan has limited
opponents to 198.7 passing yards

the reasons he is being awarded
the scholarship. I le has proved
to be a key player in BCi's lineup
after working his way up to the
A-squad where he now playsand
contributes on the starling (cam.
"My goal out there is to do
my job the best I can and help
the team win in any way I can,"
Kean said.
Kean explained how Rugby
Director Roger Mazzarella
found the scholarship and saw
there was potential for him to
acquire it.
"Roger found the scholarship
over the summer and let me
know that I should try and go
for it," Kean said.
Scholarships for rugby players are special because, unlike
varsity sports at BG, rugby players aren't awarded scholarships
even if they are recruited to play
here.

V fi
PHOTO POOVIDEn BY BG WX~.Hr

MONEY MAN: Freshman Bryan kean lias earned a $1,000 scholarship and will help lead
the Falcons into Notre Dame for a match this weekend
Higgins' legacy alive while helping rugby players advance to
the collegiale level.
Kean played rugby in high
school for four years, staring as
a freshman al St. Fdward High
School In LakeWOOd. While at

St. Id's, kean was the captain
of the team and was the eight
man for the Fagles. St. Edwards
is one of only two high schools
In Ohio that offers rugby as a
varsity sport.
Keen's will to win is just one of

"Defensively they're very well coached.

running hacks have broken the
100-yard mark and they've allowed
203.7 yards |icr game this season.
"The challenge with them offensively is they spread the whole
field," Clawson said. "They make
you defend every single gap in the
run game."
Their snuggles will be continued
even more considering 1 devours
ability lo scramble and make players miss in the backfield.
If BCi is able to control the
Central Michigan offense and
pick up the win, they'll still be
alive in the MAC Fast race, considering their remaining schedule
is considerably easier than those
of division leaders Temple and

They have a very good base unit, they have
10 starters back from a team that allowed
30 points a game and now they're leading
the conference in scoring defense."
Dave Clawson I BG coach
per game and 15.9 points pet
contest.
"Defensively they're very well
coached." Clawson said. "They
have a very good base unit, they
have 10 starters hack from a team
that allowed 30 points a game
and now they're leading the conference in scoring defense."
With the exception of a 34-23
win against Western Michigan
last week, the Chippewa defense
has yet to allow more then 21
points in a conference game this
season.
"They're very assignment sharp,"
Shechan said, "There aren't many
plays where you can legitimately"
say they didn't go hard on this
play, and (hey play well together
on a whole."
At the base of Central's defense
is linebacker Nick Bcllore who
leads the team with 6fi tackles,

three of which have gone for sacks.
While Bellore and his defensive teammates will be resting on
the sideline, the BCI defense will
have to remedy their inability lo
stop the run, a problem that has
plagued them all season.
So far this season five different

^OOt

See RUGBY | Page 8
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The Bowen-Thompson Student Union WELCOMES
All to Family Weekend 2009!!!
0vQ

'Bl{jJ N KGMCOl
BINGO NIGHT

FAMILY MOVIE

•
•
•
•

Disney/Pixar's "UP"

FREE EVENT
Friday 7:30-8:30 pm
Multi-Purpose Room
PRIZES!!!

• FREE EVENT
• Friday at 6:30 pm
• Saturday at 2:00pm
• Student Union Theater, Rm. 206

Sponsored By: Bowen-Thompson Student Union

Upcoming Events At
The Student Union

Jamba is open on Saturdays @ 9a.m.

October 26th
Monday Night Trivia 9pm
Black Swamp Pub

only at the Falcons Nest

October 28th
Last Comic Standing
(Round l) 9pm
Black Swamp Pub

• Oct. 28th = Round 1
• Nov. 4th = Semi - Finals
• Nov. 18th = Finals

Falcon's Nest Weekend Hours

tf^

November 2nd
Craft Break 5:30pm
Student Union Contact Tables

November 3rd
Pub Unplugged 9pm
Black Swamp Pub

November 4th
Last Comic Standing
(Semi-Finals) 9pm
Black Swamp Pub

Saturdays

Sundays

9am - 7pm

11am - 7pm

Think you're funny? Or do you just
like to laugh? Then, participate in
Last Comic Standing!
If you're funny, Contact:
Scott at sbilbre@bgsu.edu
If you just want to laugh.. Join us on
the dates above!
Sponsored By:
1OWIMTM0MHOM

TUDENT UNION

(§T

Healthy blended beverages, juices, and
good for you snacks. Try our limited
lime Pumpkin smosh smoothy!

■ ■'■■■ A ■'■

- for mot ion and menus,
' f

'

:
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Appreciate the
lily you have

My 85-year-old grandmother unexpectedly passed away last week.
I have experienced a range of emotions
in the previous days. 1 was (and still am)
saddened, angered and puzzled as to why
her life came to an ahrupt ending.
As I was returning to Bowling Green
from Rochester, New York, in my car, I
had over six hours to think about the great
times my grandmother and I had spent
throughout my life.
I remember sitting at her kitchen table
when she made the greatest macaroni
salad ever (too much mayonnaise is a nono). She was also a renowned baker.
I also remember and laugh when
she would call me "J.P" as I somewhat
resembled ex-Buffalo Bills quarterback J.P.
Losman with my longer hair in my face
(who knows, maybe I can throw tighter
spiral and throw a couple touchdowns).
One of the best memories I have of her
is when I was younger. As we were driving one day, a school bus passed with kids
sticking up their middle fingers. 1 asked
my grandmother what that meant, she told
me, and proceeded to flick one right back. I
smile every time I think about that story.
But my grandmother was someone special. She was one of several family members who taught me to appreciate what life
offers and take nothing for granted.
During Family Weekend, I hopestudents
can think backand reflect on all the people
in their lives who care for them, regardless
if you have relatives visiting Bowling Green
or not.
The next two or three days should be a
bold reminder about the people who truly
care about you.
Families are the cohesive unit that get
you through yesterday's crisis, help you
cope with today's problems and are there
when you have to face tomorrow's consequences head on.
Ultimately, families will stand up to any
adversary in front of you. They do it not
because of necessity, but out of love.
And, I hope, you will show some love
back this weekend.
Family Weekend is short enough where
it would be nearly impossible for parents
to embarrass you (emphasis on "nearly,"
depending on individual cases). But it's
also long enough to give students a much
needed reminder of who really cares about
you.
Everyone can afford to give up one
weekend for some meaningful family time.
While it might be more fun to spend the
night with friends, the significance to be
around loved ones is a feeling like none
other.
If for no other reason, spend time with
your family now because it will be harder
— and maybe impossible with death — as
you get older. Cherish every moment.
Even if your family will not be able to
attend this weekend, take two minutes
out of your busy life and forget about any
recent arguments.
When they say "hello," respond back
with, "Hove you."
It will mean the world to them.

FILE PHOTO

A RELATIVELY
FUN WEEKEND
By Anthony Phillips

University's Family Weekend schedule of events

Reporter
Family Weekend on campus is the hub for
over thirty events, almost all of which are
free.
As an institution, the University will
look to provide a weekend of programming
that is family-friendly, said Denny Bubrig,
assistant dean of students and coordinator
for this weekend's events.
The weekend will engage families in
both fun activities and give them an opportunity to learn what the University and the
Bowling Green community has to offer, he
said.
"There are about 12 to 15 organizations
that have been working since last spring to
meet these goals in about 33 or so events,"
Bubrig said.
Buhrig said the main difference between
Family Weekend and Sibs N' Kids Weekend
(hosted in the spring) is the next few days
will not just be geared to younger brothers
and sisters. All events throughout Family
Weekend will be catered to the entire family, Bubrig said.
"Family weekend is intended to be all
encompassing for parents, for grandparents, little brothers, little sisters, whoever
relationally speaking wants to come,"
Bubrig said.

Reporter

In celebration of Black Sludenl
Union's 40th anniversary and
Family Weekend, there will be
an art exhibit on display in the
Union gallery today through
Nov. 10.
The art gallery titled "40
Years Strong" aims to commemorate black achievements at the University.
BSU aims to take students
back in time to show them
who laid the foundation for
the organization to still be in
existence today.
"We got pictures dating back
to when BSU first started,"
said BSU Treasurer Bradford
Cavanaugh said.
BSU President Dean Bryson
adds many other black organizations will also be represented in the exhibit.
"BSU artifacts as well as
other pieces of art from other
black organizations will be put
on display on campus, Bryson
said.
BSU Vice President Chaylese
Morris is a member who has

I BGSUBoolM«*.Stud*.t
R«ctt*/niexi Cent«r. Perry
Field House and Ice Arena
al have expanded hours
dumg FarnAy Weekend
Vrt< http//v*-wbgiu
aafttWWreovell/raeihand hop //wviw bgsu.
edu/offtcei/bookslore for

(join,

I FreeArtExhfc*
Celotxaing 40 Years of
the Black Student Union
(Art Galleries). Friday and
Saturday 8 am • 8 pm
I "You're a Good Man.
Chan* BrrW (bawd on
the Peanuts come stnp)
presented by BGSU s
Department of Theatre and
Film. Presented by BGSUs
Department of TheaW and
F4r.Urtvers.ty Hal (Eva
Mane Sarrt Theatre) Fnday
Saturday and Sunday at
2 pm Tickets are 112 for
students Group rale<k
cfJdren and serMor citizen
discounts available Contact
the Unfveruty s B-» Office
at 419-572-2719 for tickets or

"I hope students get a sense of pride
of the history of Black students on our
campus, as well as appreciation for
those who led the way for us to have so
much leisure as students today."
Dean Bryson | BSU President
worked hard preparing the art
exhibit. She hopes students
learn something from viewing
the exhibit.
"The idea is to share past
and present information
about black issues and success we had on campus so we
can plan for a better tomorrow," Morris said. "I hope they
can understand the reason
why African Americans are
here on campus. I hope they
can receive a sense of pride
and unity."
BSU's mission statement
states the organization has a
proud history of addressing
issues and also ensuring the
best interests of the Africana
community.

SATURDAY

ALL WEEKEND FRIDAY

BSU celebrating black achievements at the
University with 'historic' art exhibit
By Richard Autry

"HE BG HEWS

BSU hopes the exhibit will
motivate students to continue
that tradition for many more
years to come.
"I hope students get a sense
of pride of the history of Black
students on our campus, as
well as appreciation for those
who led the way for us to have
so much leisure as students
today," Bryson said.
Cavanaugh said in order for
the BSU to continue to progress, the organization must
realize its past.
Cavanaugh adds, "We can
always look back at our history, but we must also understand our past to move on to
the future."
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I "Concert 7- Chamber
Music Bryan ReciW
Hall. 10 JO *m
I "Concert 5
Electroacoustie Works:
Kobacfcei Haft 2:30 pm
I Pt«ars Up; Ur»on

(Theater, room 206).

650 - 8 50 pm
I "Hockey vs.
Providence, BGSU Ice
Arena. 70S pm
I Karaoke Plus: Union
(Black Swamp Pub).
7.O0 -lOOO pm
I Falcon Famify
Weekend &ngo: Urwn
(Multipurpose Room).
7 50-8 50 pm
I AFROTcfOpen
House: Anderson
Arena (164 Memorial
Hall). 8OO am. - 500
pm.
I "Concert A.
International
Contemporary
Ensemble: Kobackcr
HaRSpm.
I ""WUrledNews
Tonight"; Anderson

Arena.800pm

SUNDAY

B Breakfast of Owmporu; Un»on (Lenhart I Weekend Service. Unton
Grand Ballroom Room). 8 50 -1150 am
(Multipurpose Room).
11.O0 am
■ Residence Hall Round Up. al residence
halt
I I •"Famiv Weekend
Farewell Sruncrt Union
■ Honors Program Open House
(Lenhart Grand Bafroom).
Harshman (The Loft 209E). 9:50 -11 JO
11O0 am -IQOpm
am
■ "Concert 5 Chamber MUSK. Bryan
I I "Men's Soccer vs.
Harrwicfc Codhrane Field.
Recital Hal. 10.50 am
■ BG Make Oven BGSU Bookstore. 11
IOO pm
H Be a Ibunst »T> Your Otvn Town.
oty museums (the BG Wnd Farm.
Recreational Venues and Parks.
Hosprtakty Businesses and more), noon
5pm
■ '"Farniry Weekend Welcome Tent
Tailgate City. 10 am - 12 noon
■ "BGSU Football vs Central MicUgan:
Doyt Perry Stackum. noon
■ Pt-ar'sUp. Unon (Theater, room 206).
200-4O0pm
■ "Concert 6: Chamber Munc Bryan
Reotal Hal. 250 pm.
■ *"Fun-On-Man; Mam Street 5.00
-7O0pm
■ 2009 BGSU Athlencs Hall of Fame
Induction Orer Union (M ufcapurpose
Room). 400 pm For tickets and event
information, cal 419-572-2401
■ The Evasons. Marvels of the Mind
Union (Lenhart Grand Bafcoom). 7O0
-900 pm
■ "Hockey vs. Providence: BGSU Ice
Arena. 7:05 pm
B 'Concert 7-. New Music Ensemble and
BGSU Philrwmon* Bryan Recital HaH.
8 pm.

* For Information or
tickets on New Mus<
Festival concerts, contact
the University College of
MuMcal Arts at 419-572-2181
*'For athletic tickets, visit
bgsufalconscom or cal 877BGSU-TICKET
'•* For events sponsored
by the Unrversity Office of
Activities, call 419-572-2545

I Source Division of
Student Affairs. Office
. of Campus Actrvit*s
and BGSU Athletics

City offers discounts, specials for weekend
By Jason Hanry

Reporter
Students mid families looking to
experience Bowling Green just
beyond campus need to look no
further than the Fun On Main
event on Saturday at 3 pm.
Pun on Main, which is a sponsored by the Office of Qunpus
Activities and Downtown BG.
encourages students and family
members to explore downtown
by offering special deals and
events in 19 establishments.
Barbara Kuland, executive
director of the Downtown BG
group, said many of the stores
will have unique attractions and
discounts until 7 pm.
Squeaker's Vegetarian Cafe
will be hosting "Shakespeare
Shorts." a series of interpretations of Shakespeare's work put
on by University theater students.
The event will be at 5 pm. on
Saturday.
There will also be a "Raven
Mad" scavenger hunt throughout the weekend in honor of the
Wsod County District Public
Library's "Community Reads"
program. Participants are asked
to find ravens (which have Edgar
Allen Poe titles on them) placed
throughout downtown Bowling
Green, Ruland said. ,

VIDhO SPECTRUM ;fS
RACHEL FtADWWBKI

THfBGNEWS

FAST FORWARD TO SPECIALS: Video Spectrum, located at 112 E Washington St..
will be offering both a sidewalk and an instore sale during Saturday's Fun on Main event

Dr. Denny Bubrig, assistant
dean of students, said shuttles
will be stopping at the Doyt Perry
Stadium, quadrangles , and
McDonald Hall on campus. The
shuttles will hare drop off points
near Ben Franklin, the Public
library, and the Happy Badger.
Fun on Main has grown rapidly
over the past couple years and its
because of so many businesses
welcoming families to shop for
the weekend, Bubrig said.
"The businesses in the last couple years haw really gotten in to
this," he said. "It has snowballed.
In a good way."
Freshman( aitlyn Kolchmainen
said she thinks it is important that

family members know what kind
of community the students live in
and how safe it is.
"I think it will take a lot of stress
off of them, knowing that you are
okay," she said.
Bubrig said the event is important because it gives families a
chance to see what the community is like.
"it creates a sense of the environment that the student is in
is bigger than just the campus,"
he said. "I would hope that they
would feel confident in their student's decision to be here, but I
hope the opportunity to engage
with the city in things like this just
reinforces that."
»
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Women's golf team set
for final fall tourney
By Morgan Carlson

Reporter

riie lid women's golf team will
play lliis weekend, bin lor the
tirst lime lliis semester, will be
playing lor Individual scores
rather than an overall leani
score.
Coach Stephanie Young says
this will be a challenging course,
lull the women are ready to go
out with a bang in their final
tournament of the fall season.
This event is unique in thai we
are able to lake players who will
compete individually against
other schools," Young said. "The
difference is that we won't post
a combined team score, but
instead post four scores for BG
players. This opportunity also
allows us to play one of the finest, most challenging courses in
college golf and get even more
creative with our lineup."
I he All-Ohio Invitational — to
be held Sunday and Monday in
Columbus
comes just after

WWW.8GVIEWS.COM

We all had pretty good
weeks last week (well all of
us but Shapiro). This week
should also be exciting
with a slate of close games,
including a tribute to the
late Jaspei Howard and the
Connecticut Huskies. We
also are picking a matchup
of two winless MAC teams.

the Falcons took second place
at the University of Dayton Fall
Invitational earlier this week.
Lauren Cilew says the team is
excited for the upcoming tour
nament but is glad their main
events are in the past.
"ILast wcekl was our last main
event, but we're looking forward
to our final tournament," Cilew
said. "Everyone is pretty excited
to work on a few things and finish on a positive note."
Though the women placed
high last weekend, Young says
there are always things lor them
to improve upon.
"At this point, we really just
want to get a few days of purposeful playing and practicing
in before heading back out,"
Young said. "Each player has
a different list of things that
they are focusing on, anything
from swing mechanics to short
game.
The women will resume play
on March 5 at the Rio Verde
Invitational in Arizona.

BG
vs. Central Michigan

Eastern Michigan
vs. Ball State
MS
Michigan
vs. No. 13 Penn State
PSU-4
BYU
vs.No.10TCU
TCU-1

No. 23 West Virginia
vs. UCONN

RUGBY

game in the history books but
still learned a valuable lesson
in a narrow 31-21 win against
From Paqe 6
Indiana.
"We probably played a little
'Scholarships like this makefile sport more recognizable," overconfidently, despite past
Kean said. "Receiving this history, because of our 41-0 vicis important to me because it tory over Purdue and Indiana's
makes believe that I can go to a one point victory over Purdue,"
Maz/arella said. "The moral —
higher level after college."
After receiving the scholarship, don't take anyone lightly.''
B(i has a six game winning
Kean will now have a reason to
go out Sunday and prove himself streak against the Fighting
as the falcons travel to Notre Irish since 2007. when the
team returned to competition.
Dame.
the la Icons will put last week's The Irish are coming into the
contest with a record of 2-1 in
the Midwest League defeating
Indiana and Michigan with the
loss coming from Ohio State.
Hdisii-OintheMidwest league
after defeating Purdue, Michigan
and Indiana. Overall, the team
holds a combined record of 18-2
between all the squads. The Asquad is coming into the contest
undefeated this year and hasn't
lost a regular season match in
GAS/HEAT
over two seasons.

WV-65
No. 20 Pitt
vs. South Florida
Pitt-65
Overall record

ANDREWHARNER
Sports Editot
The Chips are just too good. It's a
shame because it's a home game
and all you casual lans will never
come out again if they lose
CMU45.BG 51

TAYLOR RICHTER
Design Editor

In a battle of two gunslinger
quarterbacks. LeFevoui has the
upper hand since he can also get
the job done with his legs.
CMU48.BG 41

At last. Freddie Barnes has a Web
site. Not the genre of Web site I
had my fingers crossed for, but a
Web site nonetheless
BG27.CMU24

BECKY TENER
Campus Editor
We've got two consecutive
wins, and I need to stay one
step ahead of Harner so please
Falcons, pull off a win.
BG23.CMU21

In this made-for-television battle This is a fight for last place, much
of winless teams, the Emus out- like Shapiro and Taylor
suck Balls Tale.

lm not sure this game even
deserves an explanation, other
than that both teams are winless.
Ball State 24, EMU 6

EMU 0. Ball State -5

EMU 29. Ball State 13

Ball State 3. EMU 0

The Big House is a tough place
to play, but Penn State is good
enough to gel it done

The Nittany Lions haven't won at
the Big House since 1996. unfortunately for the Wolverines aH good
things must come to an end.
Penn St. 17. Michigan 14

I award negative points to Penn
State for being too fancy. What
does "nittany" mean anyway?

Michigan has made it through
this season by the skin of their
teeth. Penn has got this one.

Michigan 24. Penn St. 17

Michigan 23. Penn St. 22

Andy Reid and Mike Holmgren
both coached at BYU But none
of them could beat TCU alum
LaDamian Tomlinson in a race.
TCU 35. BYU 28

A No. 10 ranking may be a little
"premature" for these "horned
frogs

A "Holy War" that TCU will have
to fight to win.

BYU 45. TCU 24

TCU 14, BYU 13

RIP Jasper Howard. Funny things
tend to happen when teams
rally after a tragedy. This is no
exception
UCONN 31. West Virginia 28

After losing a teammate last
weekend, the Huskies will rally in
memory of Jasper Howard.

Little known fact. I was conceived Connecticut will need a good
in Charleston Only winners
game but WV is sadly just a better team.
come out of WV

UCONN 23, West Virginia 17

West Virginia 31. UCONN 21

West Virginia 14. UCONN 13

I like Pittsburgh in this game
I suppose that probably stems
from the fact they are the home
team.
Pin 30. USF15

The last time Pitt opened with
seven wins, a QB named Marino
was at the helm Hes was making
NutrtSystem commercials now.
USF 24. Pitt 21

Coach Wannstedt's mustache
catches the winning touchdown
pass.

South Florida reminds me of
Florida and how much I love Tim
Tebow

Pin 27. USF 24

Pitt 23. USF 7

25-17

23-19

23-19

26-16

Penn St. 31. Michigan 27
TCU loses then BCS dreams
at the band of Brigham Young,
whoever he might be.
BYU 27. TCU 21

CM13
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campus, The games have not
been that competitive.''
All joking aside. Central
Michigan quarterback Dan
LeFevour is expected to make
the transition to the National
Football League next season.
Until then, be intends to continue to lead a passing attack
the likes of which have rarely
been seen before. Clawson
admitted that, "This is certain-

WINTHROP
TERRACE
& SUMMIT
TERRACE

SEAN SHAPIRO
Assistant Sports Editot

ly the MAC's version of Tim
Tebow.'' Clawson would know,
last year as an assistant at the
University of Tennessee, he had
a front row seat as Tebow led
Florida to a 30-6 victory.
This season Bowling Green
has received a great deal of
attention for their own passing game, which is rewriting
the record books. If the Falcons
intend to extend their current
winning streak to three games,
they will not only need another
outstanding performance from
Tyler Sheehan and Freddie

Barnes, but they will need
the defense to step up as well.
During their six game winning
streak, Central Michigan has
averaged nearly 40 points per
game.
The Falcons will look to minimize the effects of LeFevour
and move one-step closer to
reaching their goal of winning
a MAC championship tomorrow.
"We're in late October and
we're still playing for something—we want to keep that
going," Clawson said.

Fortunately, the Falcons
appear to be back on track and
are playing iheir best football
of the season.
Although he refused to call
it a must-win, coach Clawson
admitted, "This is a big game
that allows us to play other big
games." A BG win this weekend could help set the table
for the Falcons to play for the
MAC Championship and a
possible rematch against the
Chi|)|)cwas, pitting the MAC'S
two top quarterbacks against
each other one last time.

HOCKEY

WATER

From Page 5
HIGH SPEED

INTERNET

PRIVATE CAMPUS
SHUTTLE

CABLE

HASSLE

CALL US
CURRENT
SPECIALS!
ALSO INCLUDED
Two outdoor pools
On-site laundry facilities
24 hour emergency
maintenance
New kitchen cabinet/
appliances
Rent payable online
Lease renewal bonuses
Referral award bonuses
Friendly staff
STOP BY AND SEE US
No appointments necessary

seventh-ranked Notre Dame
in South Bend, and Williams
knows his team has to be mentally and physically prepared
this week.
"It's going to be a battle of a
game there for us," Williams said.
"We got to be on all toes and all
cylinders."
Although Williams would like
for his team to be aggressive on
the ice, he doesn't want to see
their emotions get the best of
them when it comes to taking
"lazy penalties."
Sixteen penalty minutes last
week against the U.S. National
Under-18 Team was a bit higher
than Williams would've liked,
thus he's looking lo keep the penalties down five to sixa game and
in the 12-minute range.
"We got to be a smarter team
Arts In Common Gallery
I than what we brought Friday,"
Black Swamp Herb:Society
Williams said. "In terms of our
2B Mobile
work ethic and how smart we
Mobil
Happy Badger
BG Community Center
are both in our systems and their
Arts
In
Common
Gallery
Main
St.
Ace
Hardware
*
BG Wind Farm
discipline is something that we
Ben Franklin
Nellie's Bagel & Deli
can |control|."
Cla-Zel Entertainment
BGs|bh
Main''
Squeaker's Cafe
Creating more offense cerNational Conduction Equip. Museum
tainly comes with the territory of
Calico; Sage, & Thyme
The Cookie Jar.& More
something the team can and has
Radiance Studio '
CBCB'sApparel Co.
The Flower Basket
to control.
Simpson Garden Park
Cla-Zel Entertainment
' Trends! On Main
Over their last three games BG
Slippery Elm Trail
Video Snertnim
_ ..# has combined just Five goals on
Coyote Beads
T? 'VA
Diversity Boutique
Snook's Dream Cars
JrVaddinqtonJewelets^y 72 shots.
"We're giving up a lot of opporGrounds-fprJiTihought
Stone Ridge Golf Club
tunities than what we should be
giving up," Williams said. "Our
Wood Co. District .Library
T
emphasis is shots from everyWood Co. Historical-Center & Museum
where and gel Ithe puckl to the
net and crash the net and get
rebounds. We need 10 break a bit
of a bubble."
Fine Arts Gallery
****
Again, this is something the
Forrest Greason Golf Course* fT\ *
team can control as long as
f
they're willing to put forth a
consistent effort each time they
Little^RedLs.chool House
touch they ice.
Recreation'Center
Williams doesn't want to put
Shuttle serviceJ|from campus_
players in the lineup just for
I provided by the Office of Campus j
the sake of being in the lineup.
fc
He wants 10 see who wants to
&£
Activjp!
J
play.
For Fun n
in on|
jo *c '
3 «^
yj
• .
"I just want to see guys back to
ran ~—
that desperation of wanting to
!
in the lineup," he said. "I told
LoofflforfQu'r TounWGuide in,the«Qptobe'r 21st*e*dition of the Sentinel-Tribune be
them nothing comes easy, noth%1&2!'J}&:-: +iJ&*
I x
.l!.. .._i. <;,,,
pafficipatir?g*venues for each venue's days and rfotfrs of operation!
ing comes free."

Participating Venues! I ^jfeSSSSSSSRJ^SS
Fun oruMain Venues:
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Solway
Senior David Solway, who
hasn't played since suffering
a head and shoulder injury
against Wilfrid Laurier on Oct.
3, practiced this week and has
a chance of playing against
Providence.
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Falcon tennis to finish fall season in Nashville
By Morgan Carlson
Repo.te.
Though each tournament the
BG women's tennis team participates in is important to
them, there is one that they've
been looking forward to all
semester — this weekend's
tourney in Nashville.
The Falcons will travel south
today to compete in the twoday Belmont invitational.
"We are very excited to experience Nashville Ifor it's] country
flavor, and see some famous
sites including Belmont and
Vanderbilt," said coach Penny
Dean. "We are staying at the
Grand OleOpry Hotel, which is
awesome."

CANCER

"We want everyone

From Page 5

at the game to wear

teams and players.. There will be all
new teams to us from the south."
Penny Dean I Coach
Nashville will be the Falcon's
third and final tournament for
the fall portion of their season.
In addition to country flavor,
the women will also be experiencing competition for teams
they have never played, according to Dean.
"We will be playing some different teams and players." Dean
said. "There will be all new
teams to us from the south."
According to Christine

EA
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pretty good rivals

From Page 5
the conference.
Van De Walle is an alumnus
of Ball State.
"Early on in my career, it was
very emotional to play them,"
shesaid. "Butastheyearswent
by, it stopped. It doesn't even
enter my mind anymore. To
me, it is just another important
match.
"We used to be pretty good
rivals with Ball State in the 90s
and early 2000s. We were very
good, and then they got very
good, so it was always a big
match when we played."
Tomorrow, the Falcons will
travel up 1-75 to take on the
Rockets (12-8,3-5 MAC).
Under first-year coach Greg
Smith. Toledo got of to a redhot start, winning their first
nine matches of the season.
However, they have struggled
as of late, going 3-8 since
then.
The Rockets are leading the
MAC with 15.92 digs per set,
which ranks 60th nationally.

Dozier decide*! 10 use his unique
pink and we players
opportunity as a Division I college athlete to make a difference.
will be wearing
"Being in the position I am, 1
thought I had a great opportupink warm-ups. The
nity to educate people about
cancer, not just prostate cancer,
American Cancer
but all kinds," Dozicr said.
And that's exactly what he did.
Society will have a
As a redshirt freshman, Dozier
went to then-Falcon coach I-'red
kiosk at this year's
Thompson to inquire about
holding an annual cancer awaregame as well."
ness game, and with the athletic
department's approval, the idea
Gavin Dozier IBG soccer
became a reality.
After three successful years,
this Sunday Dozier and his ther Dozier or any of the other
teammates will step out onto the Falcons would begrudge you if
field against llartwick College you put away the orange and
at 1 p.m. for the fourth annual blown shirts and jackets for just
cancer awareness game, dedi- one game and opted to wear
cated not only to Derrick, who something a little brighter, like
is nearly cancer free, but also to pink.
However important raisthe billions of people around the
world who have suffered from ing awareness is to the Falcons.
Nichols and the team also
the disease.
"Over the years we have built knows a positive result will help
up the game." Dozier said. "We the Falcons chances of reaching
want everyone at the game to postseason play.
'Hartwick is a very good team,
wear pink and we players will
be wearing pink warm-ups. The and our guys have a lot of respect
American Cancer Society will for them." Nichols said "They are
have a kiosk at this year's game a very organized team that has
only allowed six or seven goals
as well."
As much as Dozicr teammates this year."
Nichols and his staff will look
show support on the field, their
support for the event has been to continue their recent run of
good form which has seen the
just as unwavering.
Falcons score five goals in their
Having been best friends and
roommatewith Doziersinceboth last two games.
"We really are getting better
walked onto campus four years
ago, senior Chuko Kvwaraye has each time out," Nichols said.
been by his friend's side since "The top four teams advance to
the conference tournament, and
the events inception.
"Anything that means a lot we have our eyes on getting into
to Gavin means a lot to me." that top four."
If the Falcons hope to break
Evwarayc said. "Something like
into the end of season tournathe cancer awareness game, that
means so much to him. 1 also ment, they will need to secure a
victory against Hartwick Sunday
feel really passionate about it."
Captain lacob I^wrence is as well as Finding positive results
from the remaining two conferalso happy his teammate has
brought awareness to such a ence games.
But for the First time all season
noble cause by playing the game
the Falcons have put together a
they love.
string of positive games, some"Gavin has done a great job
organizing the game each year, thing Nichols feels is happening
and it's always great for the team at just the right time.
"I feel really good about our
to be able to raise awareness for
lineup. I feel like we are evolvsuch a great cause," Lawrence
ing as a team," Nichols said. "I
said.
really like where we are at right
As for Sunday's game, it's an
important one for the team too now."
With a victory the Falcons
as a conference tie between two
schoolslookingtomakealatesea- can move to within one game
son run into the Mid-American of Hartwick in the conference
standings.andwithin two games
Conference Tournament.
But one thing is for sure, nei- of conference leader Akron Zips.

Chiricosta, her teammates are
looking forward to the journey
to Nashville as much as the
destination
"It's going to be all new competition [in Nashville], and
none will be teams we've played
before," Chiricosta said. "It's a
different region of the country
and will be a really fun drive.
Traveling will make it difficult,
but we're excited to take a trip
to Nashville together."

"We used to be

NETTERS

1 NEWS RLE PHOTO
GENEROUS: Falcon senior Gavin Dozier started a cancer awareness game as a freshman
after his father was diagnosed with prostate cancer.

In
the past. Belmont
University has played such
schools as Cumberland (Tenn.l,
Western Kentucky and Florida
Gulf Coast, all from the south
ern region of the country.
Freshman lade lohnson is
also looking forward to her first
big trip with the Falcons.
"Everyone on the team is
excited for the Nashville tour
nament. because it is our first
big road trip of the season and
the first time anyone on our
team has gotten the chance to
compete in this tournament,"
lohnson said. "We get to play
against different teams than
we have before."
The women will resume play
Ian. 16 in Louisville.

"We will be playing some different

with Ball State
in the 90s and

The BG News did a computer-simulation of BGs season on EA Sports'
NCAA 10 video game Before each game, we'll post the results

early 2000s."
Denise Van De Walle | Coach
The also have one of the top
setters in the conference in
Kassie Kadera — she leads the
conference with 10.99 kills per
set, which ranks 39th in the
country.
Van De Walle is impressed
with Toledo's first-year head
coach.
"I think they're having a good
year after coining off a couple
losing seasons," she said.
Like Van De Walle has
stressed all season, every
match in the MAC can be a
dog fight.
"Any team can go out and
beat another team on any
given night." she said. That's
just how the conference is this
season."
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This w«k'$ top performers:
Tyler Sheehan. QB: 21 49.299 yards. I TD
Freddie Barnes. WR: 12 catches for 202 yards

REAL RECORD

VIRTUAL RECORD

3-4

6-2

NATIONAL COLLEGIATE

ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEEK
SUNDAY OCT.

TH

18 - SATURDAY THE 24™
Stop by the Wellness Connection (214 Student Recreation Center)
to pick up your own alcohol poisoning informational magnet

ALCOHOL POISONING
SYMPTOMS
Person cannot be awakened.
Person has cold, clammy, pale or bluish skin.
Person has slow or irregular breathing.
Person is vomiting while passed out and does not wake up.
If any of these symptoms exist,

CALL 911 IMMEDIATELY!
If a friend is intoxicated, take ACTION:
Check for signs of alcohol poisoning.
Do not leave your friend alone.
Do not put your friend to bed to sleep it off.
Turn your friend on his/her side to prevent
choking in case of vomiting.
Remember it's "better to be safe than sorry"
so get your friend help! Call 911 immediately.
I PLEDGE

• Alpha Phi Sorority •

To make responsible decisions if I choose to drink.

Welcomes Newly Initiated Members
Jill Bacon
Alyssa Bove
Paige Bigham
Carly Bragg
Rachel Copley
Chelsie Funk
Carrie Gabel
Kaitlin Graft
Heidi Hafner
Alyssa Kearney
Bethany Kingrey

Ashley Klonakis
Kara Lothrop
Victoria Marti
Leah Martin
Ariana Pappan
Corbin Pickett
Erin Porter
Kelly Pulskamp
Jessica Ryan
Arin Sweeney
Jenny Warrlck

To not drink and drive or allow my friends to drink and drive.
To watch out for my friends and their safety.
To call 911 if any indications of alcohol poisoning exist.
To not be angry if my friends seek help for me if I am in danger.

STUDENT

,

V I' I A I R S

BGSUJP'tW

Department of Recreation & Wellness,
Wellness Connection,
Drug, Alcohol, & Sexual Offenses Coalition
419.372.9355 or www.bgsu.edu/wellness
. Adapted Irom BACCHUS and CHOICES

•
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Top Ten Flavors that
'Hurt so Good'
Amanda Adams competes in online competition for a shot
to appear on the television show "Models of the Runway"

Johnny "Cougar" Mellencamp topped the nation's music charts
when he wrote the song that tried to explain the thin line
between kissing someone's face off and pummeling them in the
stomach. "Sometimes love don't feel like it should," kids, and if
the Coug has taught us anything, we should learn to embrace it. These are my top ten favorite flavors
that shouldn't belong together, but somehow continue to send me to foodie heaven.

10,'A slice of turkey on a blueberry muf-

fin: It's breakfast. It's lunch. I.et's not call it
brunch because that's what all the grandparents call it. Howaboutwego with Lunchfast?
Or Lunch Break? Fine, "brunch" it is.

those college students who doesn't like beer.
Sorry. I know there are more of you out there
like me in hiding, so I offer this tiny bit of
advice. Next time you get harassed into a
game of beer pong, pop a piece of Orbit. It
curbs that delicious "tin can" flavor that
lives in most people's kegs.

7. 1'ritos dipped in caramel: A classic
4. M&M's in movie-buttered popcorn:
born at my lunch table in high school. And
it's much more appetizing than the weird This shouldn't-be combo makes me feel just
Milk + Italian Dippers (which were just yes- the right amount of bad. You know, comterday's hotdog buns with melted cheese on ing in 10 minutes after curfew, feeding a
them, for the record) combo that was cre- stranger's expired meter kind of bad.
ated at the bovs' table.
5. Bacon dipped in maple syrup: My butt
. Cold pizza sprinkled with garlic salt: I and thighs scream no, but my tongue and
like this better than fresh-from-the-micro- tummy disagree. Winner, winner chicken
wave pizza. Next time you go to nuke that dinner, tongue and tummy. Or, I guess it'd
piece of Papa John's, just say no. It's gross. be "winner, winner pork dinner." But that
doesn't have the same ring to it.
And we're all judging you.

a,

/ French fries dipped in vanilla soft serve:
Another one of those don't-mess-with-em
classics. I feel like if Jenny and Forrest
were food, this is the form they would take.
Although, 1 don't know how much I like my
vanilla soft serve all sexed up and tripping
on acid.
0. Pumpkin seeds covered in buttery brown sugar and salt: 1 made this
Wednesday night after carving a pumpkin
at the Union. The only thing better than the
looks 1 got while walking home with a plate
full of pumpkin guts was the sweet and salty
double punch from these delicious seeds.

L A slice of cheese on warm apple pie:
Whoopi Goldberg and company said it
best in the movie Sister Act. "This is better
than ice cream! It's better than springtime!
It's better than sex! (Awkward Pause) No, I
mean - I've heard."
/. Eggs in Purgatory: Day old mashed
potatoes. Marinara sauce. Fried eggs. Put
them into the metaphorical blender, and
where three separates existed, only one
dreamy piece of culinary mastery emerges.
Add an egg and a handful of pancake mix
to the leftover taters. Pan fry into a potato
pancake. Finally, top with a butter-fried egg
and a dollop of warm spaghetti sauce.

j. Mint gum and beer: Yes, I'm one of

Childhood is scary so start
admitting it, Hoi
BRANDON SCHNEIDER
PULSE COLUMNIST

1 feel safe in confiding that "The
[Wizard of Oz" scarred me as a
child, and that to this day the
mageof those flying monkeys
■decimating the Scarecrow
egitimately unnerves me.
I loved the film as a child and
Hstill do enjoy it, but 1 have to ask
vho in his or her right mind
hought that young children
:ould handle such disturbing
Bscenes? But whoever made that
issumption, I am glad that they
did. In fact I wish that more

storytellers would.
Another film provoked
the same emotions from me
recently, and 1 truly wish that I
could have enjoyed it as a child,
even though I know fully well it
would have terrified me out of
my wits. I speak of the recently released "Where the Wild
Things Are," the most visually
and emotionally arresting film
which 1 have seen this year.
Similarly to "The Wizard of
Oz," it breaks all age barriers by
speaking to something universal within us, that feeling that
never goes away no matter how
old we get, that wish to find our
place in the world and make a
connection. As Dorothy sets out
for Oz and Max dons his crown,
a niche is found, and anvone

any age knows the emotions of
that feeling.
"Where the Wild Things Are"
gets quite scary at times as
their jealousies, mood swings
and anger issues come out, but
director Spike Jonze takesa well
calculated risk in not shying
away from suchissues. Children
can handle all these emotions
of sadness, jealousy and anger
because children go through
them — laughing and joking
on the playground can turn to
screaming and crying at the
drop of the hat.
I think back on The Wizard of
Oz as being one of the films that
held up as I grew older because
See CHILDHOOD | Page II

Paranormal' brings well-crafted, genuine fright
By Aaron Heffferich

tale, the film follows a young
couple in their experiences
with supernatural happenings
In the recent years, there has in their new home. The young
irarely been a film that creatively girl named Katie fears there's a
and effectively utilizes its basic ghost that's been tormenting her
elements to scare an audience.
since a young age. Her boyfriend
In fact, recent "torture-porn" Micah sees it as an opportunity
abeled horror films do more to capture the strange happento gross audiences out rather ings on camera. Armed with a
than instill any level of last- single hand-held camera as the
ng fear in them. In the case of sole source of storytelling, Micah
Paranormal Activity," not a sin- and Katie unravel a terrifying
gle aspect of this film left out of phenomenon that becomes
the construction of fear and sus- alarmingly dangerous.
pense. If horror is defined as an
With a "Blair Witch'-like
overwhelming feeling caused by approach to mockumentary
something frightfully terrifying, film-making,
"Paranormal
then "Paranormal Activity" has Activity" is the first horror film to
done everything in it's power to embracetheYouTube generation
achieve that sensation.
without losing any credibility or
The story of "Paranormal entertainment value. By makActivity" is one that features ing the camera just as much a
elements you might already be
PARANORMAL IIV1/
familiar with. Being labeled predominantly as a haunted house
Pulse Reviewer
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TONIGHT IN BG

TONIGHT IN TOLEDO

Howard's hosts TeamNate

No more blue skies at Frankie's

Bowling Green electro duo TeamNate will
take the stage at Howard's Club H tonight.
The local favorite is guaranteed to put
on a good show when they kick off their
concert at 9 p.m.

Goodbye Blue Skies, Toledo based hardcore/screamo band, will be joining forces with Minneapolis
band Four Letter Lie on Frankie's Inner City stage
tonight Doors are set to open at 8 p.m. with tickets
at $8 in advance.

THIS WEEKEND
Celebrate fall with SpongeBob and Patrick
Country Lane Tree Farm in Genoa will be hosting their Fall
Festival from 10 a.m. until dusk until October 31. The festival will
be complete with a SpongeBob Square Pants and Patrick corn
maze ($5 per person), free hay rides and a tour of the farm with
cow milking ($7 per person).

Latter Grade: ■'■
Rated: Rated R for language.
Runtime: 86 min.
Starring: Katie Fearherston,
Micah Sloat. and Mark
Fredrichs
Directed by: Oren Peli

WWWIMDBCOM

THEY SAID IT

"To them people booing: Wait 'til
my husband gets out of incarceration. And I mean that."
-Amy Winehouse
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SAVE BIG!

IT'S HERE!

and remember to
use your coupon books.
Also watch the BG News for
more great BG BUCKS savings
weekly or visit us online at
www.bgviews.com
to print additional coupons.

BG
BUCKS
FROM SHY TO PEPPY: Freshman
Morgan Ward decided ro embrace hef
complete opposite in high school and be
"MADE" into a cheerleader on the hit MTV

Made to fame

reality series.

University freshman recounts high school
experience on MTV's reality series "MADE"
By Allsu O'Neill
Assistant Pulse Editor

WORKING HARD: Ward worked toward
her cheerleadinq goal by practicing routines
and hitting the gym with her "MADE*
coaches

n

ALL SMILES: Ward was excited to make
her high school cheerleading squad

e-

$ \ #49 WHOPPER

A
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HEARTBREAK ON CAMERA: After
he didn't support her cheerleadirxj dreams.
Ward broke up with her boyfriend on natonal
television.

Prom queen. Skateboarder.
Figure skater. Rapper. MTV's hit
reality show "MADE" has transformed countless teenagers into
all of those and more. Bowling
Green State University freshman
Morgan Ward was one of those
MTV transformation stories.
In 2006, MTV visited
Columbus, Ohio high school
Worthington Kilbourne looking
for students willing to audition
for "MADE." Ward, along with
many of her classmates, decided
to take the chance and put herself out there.
"I wasn't very confident and
they came to my school so I
thought why the hell not," Ward
said of her motives for auditioning for the reality series.
Most teens on "MADE" want
to become something completely opposite of their personalities
- the girlie girls want to become
BMX bikers and the shy boys
want to be prom king. For Ward,
her opposite was a cheerleader.
"It was everything I'm not,"
Ward admitted of her cheering dream. "I always wanted to
be the high school pretty prom
queen."
Ward's audition was chosen
for a test-run and a camera crew
showed up at her house for a
two-day shoot to determine, she
said, "if I was lame enough to be
on TV." After MTV chose her for
an hour-long "MADE" episode,
Ward's life began to change.
Since they only had four weeks
to whip Ward into cheerleading
shape, her work-out routine was
cranked up a few notches. She
woke up every morning at 5:30
a.m. to go lo the gym and work
out until school started about
two hours later. After school,
Ward would go back to the gym
until about 9:30 p.m. working
on tumbling, running and gymnastics.
"It was a lot of gymnastics.
Basically 1 was "MADE" into a
gymnast," Ward recalled with a
laugh. "I never thought I could
work out that much!"

In addition to her rigorous
workout schedule, Ward also had
to adjust to the social aspects of
not only being on national television, but also of fitting in with
the cheerleaders. She admitted
that while some people did try
to be her friend only for their
fifteen minutes of fame, most of
the people in her life were supportive of her role on the reality
show.
One person who was not supportive of her television debut,
however, was her boyfriend at
the time. Ward said that he "was
the world's biggest jerk" and
she and her parents discussed
how they thought the relationship should end early on in the
"MADE" filming. She didn't
imagine though that the breakup would happen on national
television.
"Out of nowhere I just did it,"
Ward remembered. "And my
cameraman was just rolling."
With all the drama that happens on "MADE," especially
with nationally televised breakups, there has been speculation
that the episodes are scripted.
Ward said, however, that she had
no scripting whatsoever.
"There were a lot of things that
didn't go in |the episodel, but
1 think they captured most of
it. After all, they were filming
for four weeks to fill an hour,"
Ward commented. "But I had no
scripting, nothing."
At the end of the four weeks,
Ward tried out for her high school
cheerieading squad and made
the team. Her spot amongst the
cheerleaders didn't come without injury and a little bit of question, though.
"I hit someone in the face with
my knee. I did that every year
and was notorious for hitting
people in the face with my back
handspring." she admitted with
a laugh. "A couple people did say
things (about making the team
only for the showl, but I made it
again the next year without the
cameras."
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From Page 10

"Space Jam may have
been played over a
thousand times in
my VCR, but, sorry
MJ and Bugs, the
emotions do not ring
quite as true once
I'd outgrown [that]
phase."'
I think back on The Wteaftfofl
Oz as being one ofthe films that
heW up as I grew olSer becausej
it was the emotions of that film,
Dorothy's earnestness and the
Lion's pride (or lack thereof), thatkeptine involved efcn as .the
spectacle faded. Space Jam" ifta*
have been played overajhousatjrl
tirrfe-'in my NCR, but, sorry Mj
and Bugs, the emotions do not
ring quite as true once I'd outgrown my Looney Tunes and NBA
phase. So enjoy Where the Wild
Things Are, because it is a film
that truly is meant to be appreciated by every generation. No parents or older siblings will have
to groan through it as the young
children have a good time. (I
know the feeling. Itook my young
cousins to Night at the Museum II
this summer.) This film is a wild
rumpus that is never too late to
start enjoying.
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To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
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Ten Flavors that
'Hurt so Good'
Amanda Adams competes in online competition for a shot
to appear on the television show "Models of the Runway"

lohliny "Cougar" Mellcncamp topped the nation's music charts
(When he wrote the song thai tried to explain the thin line
between kissing someone's face off and pummeling them in the
stomach. "Sometimes love don't fed like it should." kids, and if
the Cong has taught us anything, we should learn to embrace it. These are my top ten favorite flavors
that shouldn't belong together, but somehow continue to send me to foodie heaven.

10I,\ slice of turkey on a blueberry muf-

fin: It's breakfast. It's lunch. Let's not call it
brunch because (hat's what all the grandparents call it. 1 lowabout we go with l.unchfast?
Or Lunch Break? line, "brunch'' it is.
7. FritOS dipped in caramel: A classic
born at my lunch table in high school. And
it's much more appetizing than the weird
Milk » Italian Dippers (which were just yesterday's boldog buns with melted cheese on
them, for the record) combo thai was created at the bovs'table.

8,
J. ('old pizza sprinkled with garlic salt: I
like this better than fresh-lrom-the-microwave pizza. Next time you go to nuke that
piece of I'apa John's, just say no. It's gross.
And we're all judging you.

7,

I. French friesdipped in vanilla soft serve:
Another one of those don't-mess-with-cm
classics. I feel like if lenny and Forrest
were food, this is the form they would take.
Although, I don't know how much I like my
vanilla soft serve all sexed up and tripping
on acid.
0. Pumpkin seeds covered in buttery brown sugar and salt: I made this
Wednesday night after carving a pumpkin
at the Union. The only thing better than the
looks I got while walking home with a plate
full of pumpkin guts was the sweet and salty
double punch from these delicious seeds.

those college students who doesn't like beer.
Sorry. I know t here are more of you out there
like me in hiding, so I offer this tiny bit of
advice. Next time you get harassed into a
game of beet pong, pop a piece of Orbit. It
curbs that delicious "tin can" flavor that
lives in most people's kegs.
4. M&M's in movie-buttered popcorn:
This shouldn't-bc combo makes me feel just
the right amount of trad. You know, coming in It) minutes after curfew, feeding a
stranger's expired meter kind of bad.
J. Bacon dipped in maple syrup: My butt
and thighs scream no, but my tongue and
tummy disagree. Winner, winner chicken
dinner, tongue and tummy. Or, I guess it'd
be "winner, winner pork dinner." But that
doesn't have the same ring to it.
L. A slice of cheese on warm apple pie:
Whoopi Goldberg and company said it
best in the movie Sister Act. "This is better
than ice cream! It's better than springtime!
It's better than sex! (Awkward Pause) No, I
mean- I've heard."
/. Kggs in Purgatory: Day old mashed
potatoes. Marinara sauce. Fried eggs. Put
them into the metaphorical blender, and
where three separates existed, only one
dreamy piece of culinary mastery emerges.
Add an egg and a handful of pancake mix
to the leftover taters. Pan fry into a potato
pancake. Finally, top with a butter-fried egg
and a dollop of warm spaghetti sauce.

J. Mint gum and beer: Yes, I'm one of

Childhood is scary so start
admitting it, Hoi
^^ ^/BRANDON SCHNEIDER
l uw
W W
'
COLUMNIST

1 feel safe in confiding that "The
Wizard of (>/." scarred me as a
Child, and that to this day the
mage of those flying monkeys
decimating the Scarecrow
legitimately unnerves me.
loved the film as a child and
si ill do enjoy it. but I have to ask
who In his or her right mind
bought that young children
(iuId handle such disturbing
icenes? But whoever made that
assumption. I am glad that they
did. In fact I wish that more

storytellers would.
Another film provoked
the same emotions from me
recently, and I truly wish that I
could have enjoyed it as a child,
even though I know fully well it
would have terrified me out of
my wits. I speak of the recently released "Where the Wild
filings Are," the most visually
and emotionally arresting film
which I have seen this year.
Similarly to "The Wizard of
()/," it breaks all age barriers by
speaking to something universal within us, that feeling that
never goes away no matter how
old we get, that wish to find our
place in the world and make a
connection. As Dorothy sets Out
forOz and Max dons his crown,
a niche is found, and anyone

any age knows the emotions of
that feeling.
"Where the Wild Things Are"
gets quite scary at times as
their jealousies, mood swings
and anger issues come out, but
director Spike lonze takes a well
calculated risk in not shying
away from such issues. Children
can handle all these emotions
of sadness, jealousy and anger
because children go through
them — laughing and joking
on the playground can turn to
screaming and crying at the
drop of the hat.
I think back on The Wizard of
Oz as being one of the films that
held up as I grew older because
See CHILDHOOD | Page 11

Paranormal'brings well-crafted, genuine fright
By Aaron FUlffarich
Pulse Reviewer
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In the recent years, there has
rarely been a film that creatively
and effectively utilizes its basic
elements to scare an audience.
In fact, recent "torture-porn"
labeled horror films do more
to gross audiences out rather
than instill any level of lasting fear in them. In the case of
Paranormal Activity," not a single aspect of this film left out of
the construction of fear and suspense. If horror is defined as an
overwhelming feeling caused by
something frightfully terrifying,
then "Paranormal Activity" has
done everything in it's power to
achieve that sensation.
The story of "Paranormal
Activity" is one that features
elements you might already be
familiar with. Being labeled predominantly as a haunted house

tale, the film follows a young
couple in their experiences
with supernatural happenings
in their new home. The young
girl named Katie fears there's a
ghost that's been tormenting her
since a young age. 1 ler boyfriend
Micah sees it as an opportunity
to capture the strange happenings on camera. Armed with a
single hand-held camera as the
sole source of storytelling, Micah
and Katie unravel a terrifying
phenomenon that becomes
alarmingly dangerous.
With a "Blair Witch'-like
approach to mockumentary
film-making,
"Paranormal
Activity" is the first horror film to
embrace t he YouTube general ion
without losing any credibility or
entertainment value. By making the camera just as much a
< PARANORMAL | PauM/

THIS WEEKEND
Howard's hosts TeamNate

No more blue skies at Frankie's

Bowling Green electro duo TeamNate will
take the stage at Howard's Club H tonight.
The local favorite is guaranteed to put
on a good show when they tick off their
concert at 9 p.m.

Goodbye Blue Skies. Toledo based hardcore/screamo band, will be joining forces with Minneapolis
band Four Letter Lie on Frankie's Inner City stage
tonight. Doors are set to open at 8 p.m. with tickets
at $8 in advance.

Latter Gr»d«: ARatcd: Rated R for language.
Runtime: 86 min.
Starring: Katie Featherston.
Micah Sloat. and Mark
Fredrichs
Directed by: Oren Peli

Celebrate fall with SpongeBob and Patrick
Country Lane Tree Farm in Genoa will be hosting their Fall
Festival from 10 a.m. until dusk until October 51. The festival will
be complete with a SpongeBob Square Pants and Patrick corn
maze ($5 per person), free hay rides and a tour of the farm with
cow milking ($7 per person).

THEY SAID IT
"To them people booing: Wait 'til
my husband gets out of incarceration. And I mean that."
-Amy Winehouse

VISIT BGyiEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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FROM SHY TO PEPPY: Freshman
Morgan Wad decided to embrace her
complete opposite tn high school and be
"MADE" into a cheerleader on the hit MTV
reality series.

coaches
ALL SMILES: Ward was excited to make
her high school cheerleading squad

HEARTBREAK ON CAMERA: Aliehe didn't support her cheerleading dreams.
Ward broke up with her boyfriend on natonal
television

Office of Student Publications
;M West hall
..ling Green Ohio 4*403

Made to fame w
University freshman recounts high school
experience on MTV's reality series "MADE"

Offer good at the following BURGER KIM, a-i.iuf.ini locatii

ByAli.iaON.ill

WORKING HARD: Ward worked toward
her cheer leading goal by practicing routines
and hitting the gym with he* "MADE"

and remember to
use your coupon books.
Also watch the BG News for
more great BG BUCKS savings
weekly or visit us online at
www.bgviews.com
to print additional coupons.

In addition to her rigorous
Assistant Pulse Editor
workout schedule. Ward also had
to adjust to the social aspects of
I'roni
queen. Skateboarder, not only being on national television, but also of fitting in with
figure skater. Rapper. MTV's hit
reality show "MADK" has trans- the cheerleaders. She admitted
that while some people did try
formed countless teenagers into
to lie her friend only for their
all of those and more. Bowling
fifteen minutes of fame, most of
(Ireen State University freshman
the people in her life were supMorgan Ward was one of those
portive of her role on the realityMTV transformation stories.
show.
In
2006.
MTV
visited
One person who was not supColumbus, Ohio high school
portive of her television debut,
Worthington Kilboume looking
however, was her boyfriend at
for students willing to audition
the time. Ward said that he "was
for "MADE." Ward, along with
the world's biggest jerk" and
many of her classmates, decided
to take the chance and put her- she and her parents discussed
how they thought the relationself out there.
ship should end early on in the
"I wasn't very confident and
they came to my school so I "MADE" filming. She didn't
imagine though that the breakthought why the hell not." Ward
said of her motives for audition- up would happen on national
television.
ing for the reality series.
"Out of nowhere I just did it,"
Most teens on "MADE" want
to become something complete- Ward remembered. "And my
cameraman was just rolling."
ly opposite of their personalities
With all the drama that hap
the girlie girls want to become
pens on "MADE." especially
BMX bikers and the shy boys
want to be prom king, for Ward, with nationally televised breakups, there has been speculation
her opposite was a cheerleader.
"It was everything I'm not," that the episodes are scripted.
Ward admitted of her cheer- Ward said, however, that she had
no scripting whatsoever.
ing dream. "I always wanted to
"There were a lot of tilings that
be the high school pretty prom
didn't go in [the episode], but
queen."
Ward's audition was chosen
I think they captured most of
it. After all, they were filming
for a test-run and a camera crew
for four weeks to fill an hour,"
showed up at her house for a
Ward commented. "But I had no
two-day shoot to determine, she
scripting, nothing."
said, "if I was lame enough to be
At the end of the four weeks.
on TV." After MTV chose her for
an hour-long "MADK" episode, Ward tried out for her high school
cheerleading squad and made
Ward's life began to change.
the team. Her spot amongst the
Since they only had four weeks
cheerleaders didn't come withto whip Ward into cheerleading
out injury and a little bit of quesshape, her work-out routine was
tion, though.
cranked up a few notches. She
"I hit someone in the face with
woke up every morning at 5:30
my knee, I did that every year
a.m. to go to the gym and work
and was notorious for hitting
out until school started about
two hours later. After school, people in the face with my back
handspring," she admitted with
Ward would go back to the gym
a laugh. "A couple people did say
until about 9:30 p.m. working
on tumbling, running and gym- things lahout making the team
only for the show|. but I made it
nastics.
"It was a lot of gymnastics. again the next year without the
cameras."
Basically I was "MADE" into a
gymnast," Ward recalled with a
See MADE | Page 12
laugh. "I never thought I could
workout that much!"
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CHILDHOOD
From Page 10

"Space Jam may have

8
2
7

been played over a
thousand times in
my VCR, but, sorry
MJ and Bugs, the

5
1
6
9 6

1

1

8 5
4 3
8
6

3

quite as true once
I'd outgrown [that]

I think back on The Wizard of
(ta as being one of the films (hal
held up as I grew older because
il was the emotions of that film.
Dorothy's earnestness and tile
Lion's pride (or lack thereof), that
kept me involved even as ihe
spectacle faded. Space lain may
have been played overa thousand
times-in my VCR, but, sorry Ml
and Hugs, ihe emotions do not
ring quite as true once I'd outgrown my lfloney Tunesand NBA
phase. So enjoy Where the Wild
'filings Are, because it is a film
that truly is meant to be appreciated by every generation. No parents or older siblings will have
to groan through it as the young
children have a good time. (I
know the feeling. I took my young
cousins to Night at (he Museum II
this summer.) Ibis film is a wild
rumpus that is never too late to
start enjoying.

6 8
1
7

4

emotions do not ring

phase."
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VARSITY
LANES
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7

1033 S.MAIN ST
Bowling Green. OH 434c?

(419) 352-5247
Contact Us For
Special Events
Fundraisers

*1.00 OFF

S Parties

COLLEGE NIGHT
MON •!"-£• WED •THUR'FRI
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To play: Complete the grid

» I E 8 6 L
9 8 I E » S
I 6 c S 8 tr
E S 9 6 L Z
L » 8 I E 9
S I » Ml

so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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9PM -11PM I ONLY '8 A PERSON
2 hours bowling, slice pizza, pop. shoe rental
all lanes available
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
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PARANORMAL
From Paqe 10

pan of the story as the characters,
the suspense thai arises out of
Micah and Katie's situation feels
unnervingly real. Since it view
er's onry relation to a film is what
the camera sees, the audience of
"Paranormal Activity" is directly
involved in the film's suspense
and terror. Like a third character
in the story, we sit unknowingly
in the corner of the room experiencing all the creepy noises, menacing shadows and eerie oddities

MODEL
From Page 10
year later. Adams is currently in
her fourth year at the University.
When the modeling competi
lion presented itself Adams knew
she had to do it.

She entered the competition
with only three days left in the
first round and did not expect to
make it far.
"Somehow I was able to make it
into the top percentage, and I've
managed to stay there." Adams
said. "Its an amazing feeling to
know that so many people out
there are supportive oi what I am
trying to accomplish. I have a
group on Facehook of about (>70
members and some of them don't
even know me personally and arc
voting for me every day."
One of Adams's biggest supporters is her sister, Chelsea
Adams.
According to Adams, her family has been very encouraging
and has stood behind her from
day one. Chelsea helps generate
voles bj asking her friends and
coworkers to vote for her sister
and also puts Adams's link on
her facehook status every day

reminding people to vote
Modeling has always been
important to my sister," Chelsea
said. "She definitely has what it
lakes. If she made it on the show
she would win. hands down. She's
an amazing model and winning
this competition would give her

many more opportunities.''
Adams has spent every waking moment being involved in
the competition. It has absorbed
every free second of each day.
Adams's boyfriend, lirad

Kublin, has been very supportive
ol her and has done everything
in his power to help push her to
the top.
I lealso got his friends and family Involved through Facehook
and e-mail, but his biggest sup
port group is his employers —
MTV, StiidentCiry and Rockstar
Energy Drink,
Kublin's connections are very
beneficial to Adams, and he has
contacted people at work to send
out company wide faxes and
memos to remind them all to vote
for Adams daily.
Although Kublin tries to be
helpful, he believes that she
doesn't need it. given the fact that
she was in first place for a month
before he even told anyone.
Kublin not only notices how
badly she wants to win but also
how dedicated she is to the coinpetition and to the other models
and fans involved.
"Right when she wakes up she
spends an hour reading comments left overnight and personally responds to all of them,"
Kublin said. "Between classes
she finds the nearest computer
and votes for all the remaining 50
top models and writes a personal
comment on all of their walls
and lets them know she voted for
them too."
Although some of the models became friends, the contest
wasn't always glamorous. A lot
of drama has been stirred up
between the competitors, but
Adams has managed to ignore
the arguments and insults while
remaining focused on what's
most important -winning.
"There has lx>en so much drama

that haunt Katie and Micah.
Not only does "Paranormal
Activity" brilliantly involve its
audience with unique camera
use. it also enters the one place
audiences might feel safe after
watching a scary movie. With

Katie and Micah being threatened
to the brink of terror under the
covers of their own Ixxi, imagine
the feeling most of the audience
will gel as they prepare to sleep
after seeing tire film. "I^iranonnal
Activity" is one of the few honor
movies that has the ability to affect
you long after the theater lights
rekindle. It's no question you'll

This competition has been a lot of work,
and my position is not secure for this round.
I don't necessarily feel that I deserve to win
over anyone else because a lot of the
models are worthy and beautiful..."
Amanda Adams | Online modeling contestant
in this competition," Chelsea said.
"(Adams] has totally stayed out
of it and has been one of the few
daisy ladies on the Web site."
Because of Adams's attitude,
she has received a lot of praise.
I ler ability to stay out ofthedrama
gained her more votes and fans.
Throughout the three rounds
of the online challenge, Adams
has fluctuated between first and
fifth places.
This competition has been a
lot of work, and my position is
not secure for this round." Adams
said. "I don't necessarily feel that
I deserve to win over anyone else
because a lot of the models are
worthy and beautiful, but this is
something I love todo. I've always
been passionate about modeling
and I can only focus on myself
and do the best that I can."
Adams has already been successful modeling in New York
City and l.os Angeles and winning this challenge will IK- a oncein-a-lifetime opportunity.
"Winning will give her the
exposure she has always desired."
Kublin said. "Anyone you ask will
tell you she's the most beautiful
woman inside and out. Not to
mention she is so well connected and has such a large circle of
support that can get her through
anything."
Adams has thrived so far with
the support from her friends and
family all around the country but
luip from her University would
seal the deal.
Bowling Green is a typical
Midwest school and doesn't see
much entertainment or celebrities, certainly not like in New York
City or California." Kublin said.
"Bowling Green is frequently overlooked and if Amanda succeeds
in this competition it will put our
university and community in the
deserved spotlight and finally
give us some attention."
If Adams makes it through the
third round, she will enter the
fourth round where the vote
count will re-set for the final votes
to he cast.
"Bowling Green is one of those
campuses where it doesn't matter
if you personally know someone
or not." Adams said. "Everyone
is directly linked in one way or
another, and I would love to have
the support of my campus and
town."
Adams has been extremely
modest throughout the entire
voting process. Adams hopes her
hard work will pay off.
"This would be such an amazing opportunity." Adams said. "1
have modeled for awhi le now and
to be able to show my friends
and family what it is that I have
strived for and to be able to do it
on national television would be a
great feeling. I am so thankful for
everyone's su|>port."
Round three of the competition ends Sunday at midnight.
To view Adams's Models of the
Runway page, visit http://cast-

&a((eru
TAROT CARD READINGS
SOLVES ALL PROBLEMS AND ANSWERS ALL QUESTIONS

i

think twice about tilings that
hump in the night.
Ilianks to director Oren Peli'i
unwavering ability to cleverly
assemble a successful method to
frighten hisaudience,"Paranormal
Activity* easily ranks as one of the
most creative fright films in history. Miraculously, he does it all
with minimal camera movement
and an ultra-low production budget. With definitive proof there's
still creative ways to scare people,
let's hope this brilliant exercise in
relentless suspense sparks a terrifying return to the roots of what
makes something truly terrifying.

ingchalleiige.niylifctime.com/
Amanda B.
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Network with an eye
Slangy assent
Parking lot siren
Andean beast
Matador's foe
Men-only party
Refuses to

8 Writer
9 Reaction to personal loss
10 "__ What Comes Natur'lly'
11 Pre-riot state
12 Garlicky shrimp dish
13 Nairobi native
45
21 Most recent
46
22 Key above D
47
23 By way of
48
24 SeaWorld attraction
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29 Teachers' org.
30 Fairylike
32 Lie alongside
34 Bring in
36 Capri's Blue _
38 Transition to the next
subject
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40 Las Vegas Strip feature
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Washing machine sequence
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Yak
Accumulate wealth
On Soc. Sec., say
Simpson Judge
Schoolbook
"Beak" tor "nose," e.g.
100 bucks
■ the ramparts ..."
Trip segment
Thurman of "Kill Bill"
Fashionable
Non-remunerative athletics
Cherish
Aussie greeting
Singer Baker

Sample
Sinuous ski race
Tart, as a citrus drink
Mescal sources
Aerobic exercise, in
gym-speak
List of mistakes
Seriously humid
Old lab burners
Final grade factor
Polio vaccine developer
War journalist Ernie
Election Day: Abbr.
Mo. for fools?
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66 Till bills
67 Fish organ
68 Prepare to advance after a
fly ball
69 Computer adventure game
70 Oxen connection
71 Ed of "Lou Grant"

VOTED BEST PIZZA 16 STRAIGHT YEARS
ABOUT
PISRN€LLO'S| ,SK
UR SPECIALSI

203 N. Main W*™*1™ 352-5166 1
$6 50 Minimum

Open Weekdays 4PM.

Help Wanted

For Rent

IBARTENDING! up to $300/day. No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.

"Now signing 10-11 sy leases. Ig
houses- Wooster/ ask about Iree Int.
Cartyrentals.com/3530325, 9a-9p

STUDENT WORK
$14.25 base-appt. flex hours.
training provided, gam experience in

"3 bdrm home low as 599.00.
2 blocks 1r univ. also 1/1/10-2 apts.

customer sales/service, all ages 18*.
call 419-740-7299 ASAP!

Cartyrentals com.353-0325 9a-9p

Campus Events
UAO Movie Showing Tonight.
9:30pm @ Union Theater
Harry Potter & the Hall Blood Pnnce

Help Wanted

MADE

Employees needed to perform light
production work w/ (lex hours Must
work at least 15 hrs per week, can
be FT, many BGSU students work
here, easy walk (rom campus. Pay is
&7.30/hr. Pick up an application at:
Advanced Specialty Products, Inc.
428 Clough St Bowling Green, OH.

From Page 11

our coupon menu at
'.pisanellos.com
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Ward continued cheering for
two years and then quit the
squad to join her high school
news team. Her work with the
Sitter needed tor 3 S 10 yr/old in
MTV reality show helped her
Perrysburg home, all day position,
realize that she wanted to work
M. T, Th, Fri. Call 419-467-2783.
with television, but this time
2 day temp help. Nov 9 S10. lor new
from behind thecamera. Ward
contruc. cleaning. 57/hr. cash pay.
interned with her cameraman
Call 419-308-1595 tor more into
from "MADE" in New York
during her senior year of high
school and says that the two
remain close friends today.
Her time in the spotlight
creeps up again every time the APARTMENTS
episode airs on MTV. Ward
* Apartments Available *
said that she gets numerous
friend requests on Facehook
• Minutes from BGSU *
and e-mails after the episode
is on TV and many times peo- • Pet friendly community *
ple will approach her, asking if
they know her.
* Gas included *
"People will come up and
think they know me," she said.
SPECIAL RATES
"They always say, 'I know you
FOR OCTOBER!
from somewhere Where do 1
Located at:
know you from?'"
Ward's time with "MARE"
300 Napoleon Road
gave her the skills to cheer for
in Bowling Green
others, but it also left her with
the skills to be her own cheerleader from time to time, too.
"I ended up learning that 1
was more confident than 1 ever
was." Ward said with a smile.
"I just got more outgoing. I'm a
happier person."

VILLAGE

Direct Care Openings! Wood Lane
Residential Services, Inc. is looking
tor positive, patient people to provide
care to individuals with developmental disabilities Will provide personal
care & help w/ daily living skills.
Flexible schedules - lull time, part
time, & sub positions available.
$9 -Sl3.l8/hr based on exp.
Positions require High School
Diploma or GED and valid drivers
license, acceptable driving record
& pre-employment background
screening. Obtain application from
WLRS, 545 Peart St. Bowling Green.
Monday-Friday. 8 00am-4:00pm
or download application at
www.woodlane residential.org.
EOE

sS

ErftRms low as S225. see

All new kitch cabs & tile doors, quiet
2 BR duplex, kitchen/dinette, living
rm $450/mo Call 419-654-5716.

Apt. avail, immediately, 1-4 people.
sub-lease to 4/30/10, near BGSU.
$470/mo, call 419-271-0365.

Brand new 6 BR. 3 bath home.
close to campus.
Call 419-575-2683 tor more into

www meccabg com
Mecca Management, Inc.
419-353-5800

TVYWOODAPTM
2 Bdrms./Studios

First Month
FREE

it

•Near BGSU
•Private patio/entrance
•Extra storage
•Pets welcome
•Short-term leases available'
k419-352-7691

mo

cormorantco.com

BG1 CARD

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

SPECIAL
Spacious Effici
•Fully Furnished
•Frig & Micro
•All utilities paid

by our offlco &

*77 channel cable TV

pick up the
N.w Listli

•Directly across from BGSU

^

•No contract needed
•$445.00 monthly

R (-_/">

Great Selection of
Houses £r Apartments
in Good locations]
Available for 2010-2011
• We have Efficiencies. I Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments.
• In most cases, furnished and unfurnished are the same price.
• In most cases, water, sewer, and trash are included.
• Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office.

WE HAVE UNITS READY TO IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!
aik for- Rotv

Natural Light -. -.
\MUwakee'sBest30Pk
COOTS Light iSpk
834 South Main
"BG's #1 Party Store I
Bud Light ?4Pk
Cold Beer at State Min. Prices! Cpt Morgan
Parrot Bay
Busch Light 30pk
1
51 J -I *

JOHNNEWLOl

419.352.5211

CALL FOR APPT. 567-278-1508
AVAILABLE FOR PARTIES
I.
VS. •i

<4l9l 352-9239

The Daily Crossword Fix

25 In error

•Local Phone included

slO.OO

WWW.BGVIEWS.COM

r90ml

St 3.99
$13.99
$13.49
St 7.49
S14.99

I

319 E. Wooster Street. Bowling 1,11111. OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICF. (41*1354-2260
Hours- M.IIKI.I 1 to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewloverealestate.com
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BG VS CMU | NOON, DOYT PERRY STADIUM | FAMILY WEEKEND

DIPTHE^HIPS

APRODUQIONOFTHE

l Quarterback Dan LeFevour 12. Runraiq Back Carl VcJny 13. Linebacker. Matt Berrang | A. Wide Receiver. Antonio Brown
5 Wide Receiver. Bryan Anderson 16. Coinerback Josh Gordy 17. Defensive end. Frank Zombo 18 Linebacker. Mel Before

BGSU Falcons VS Central Michigan Chippewas

2 fmfay.Odol»25.2009

WWW.BGVIEWS.COM

n

With two experienced
teams battling Saturday,

SENIOR SPOTLIGHT E5S,r
«TYLERSHEEHAN
DAN LEFEVOUR »

« FREDDIE BARNES
BRYAN ANDERSON»
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BOWLING GREEN-CMl
BOWLING GREEN FALCONS

341.1
ADRIAN HODGES

POINTS
KUMNii TOTAL
OFFENSE

RUSHING PASSING
/GAME
/GAME

231.7
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^U BY THE NUMBERS

r

29.0 385.4 203.7 181.8
POINTS
ALLOWED
/GAME

TOTAL
DEFENSE
/GAME

RUSHING
ALLOWED
/GAME

PASSING
ALLOWED
/GAME

15.9 325.9 127.1 198.7

ANTONIO BROWN

CHIPPEWAS
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BGSU Falcons VS Central Michigan Chippewas
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66
67
68
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10
11
11
12
13
14
15

Kilo Poblah
Bryan Schroeder
Ronnie Kennedy
Jahleel Addae
Tim Phillips
Paris Cotton
Bryan Anderson

Cody Wilson
Cornelius Gallon
Eric Eraser

WR
WR

Dan LeFevour
Tommy Mama

19
20

Josh Gordy
Malek Redd

21
22
23
24

Jordan McConnell
Vince Agnew
Derek Carter
LaVarus Williams

25
26
27
28

Sean Skergan
Shamari Benton
Antonio Brown

29
30

DJ. Scott
Carl Volny
Evan Ray

31
32
33
34

Kirkston Edwards
Alex Smith
Mike Petrucci
Zurlon Tipton

35
36
37

Gary Jackson
Andrew Agulla
Connor Gagnon
Ben Masztak
Jason Johnson
Tyler Reed
John Carr
Armond Staten

55

58
59
60
61

Sean Murnane
Steve Winston
Kashawn Fraser

71
72

Matt Kanitz
Cody Pettit
Jake Olson

OL
DL
OL

Jeff Fantuzzi
Aaron Kaczmarski
Todd Johnson
Jon Czerwienski

OL
DL

34
35
36
37

OL
OL
OL

38
39
40

OL
WR
WR

41
42
43
44

73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84

Rocky Weaver
Eric Fisher
Cedric Fraser
Jerry Harris
David Blackburn

TE
WR
WR
WR

85
87

Reggie Brown
Deja Alexander
Matt Torres
Jeremy Wilson

88
89
91

Valtorrey Showers
Connor Odyklrk
Daniel Jackson

92
93
94

Jake Ekkens
Chris Starkey

DL
LS
LS/TE

John Williams
Larry Knight
Brett Hartmann

DL
DE
K/P

Darryll Stlnson
Frank Zombo
Caesar Rodriguez
Richie Hogan

DE
DE

95
96
97
98
99
99

WR
WR
WR

DE
K
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1

K
LB
Willie Geter

OB
FB
DB

1
2

LB
DB

4

Ray Hutson
Chris Scheldt
Jerett Sanderson

LB
DB

5
6
7

PJ. Mahone
Calvin Wiley
Freddie Barnes

P
LB
LB

8
9
10

Tyrone Pronty
Adrian Hodges
Calvin Marshall

LB
RB
LB

11
12
13
14

Matt Schilz
Chris Wright
Tyler Sheehan

DL
LB
LB
DL
DL

Jake Bentley
Zach Wlersma

OL
DE
LB
OL

Shane Torzy
Chris Reeves
Brian Bennyhoff

LB
DL
LS

'

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

RB
WR
WR
LB
DB
WR
WR
WR
WR
DB
QB
WR

QB

Aaron Pankratz
Kalian Pagel

QB
QB

Lane Robilotto
Tony Hunter
Marquese Quiles
BartTanski
Kamar Jordan

CB
QB
DB

John Pettigrew
Adrien Spencer
Jason Rice
Robert Lorenzi
Jahmal Brown

48
48
49
50
51
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
58

65
66
67
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45
46
47

62
64

lEm
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RB
DB
K

32
32
33

59
60
61

DB
RB
DB
DB
LB
LB

31

QB
WR
RB
DB
RB
DB
DB

68
69
70
71
72
75
76
77
79
80
80
81
82
83
84
85
87
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
96
97
98

17 Tim Brazzel LB

75 Shane Steffy LG

19 Josh Gordy CB
12 Eric Fraser S

77 Blaec Walker C

44 Dannie Bolden S

64 Scott Albert RG

51 Kirkston Edwards CB

56 Tyler Donahue RT

O'

sX

o
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15 Dan LeFevour QB

O'

45 Brandon Jackson DE

2 Bryan Schroeder RB

72 Nick Torresso DT

7 Bryan Anderson WR

92 Kevin Alvarado DT

1 Kilo Poblah WR

55 Angelo Magnone DE

27 Antonio Brown WR

52 James Schneider LB

82 David Blackburn TE

45 Cody Basler LB

78 Rocky Weaver RT

4 Jerett Sanderson LB

66 Jeff Maddux RG

51 Roger Williams CB

65 Colin Miller C

52 Keith MorganS

64 Allen Ollenburger LG

24 Jahmal Brown S

75 Jake Olson LT

W
i£T

21 Adrien Spencer CB

-X OK

78

Kevin Sweet
Adam Fenton
Aaron McCord

L8
DB
WR
LB
WR

OL
LB
OL

46 Matt Berning LB

70 Brady Minturn LT

64

50
51
53
54

WR
DB

Nick Reynolds
Kyle Torzy
Adam Schneid

45 Nick Bellore LB

12 Chris Wright WR

66 63

James Falls
Will Schwarz
Matt Maletzke

QB
DB
RB

69
69
70

15 Sam Williams DE

7 Freddie Barnes WR

73

47
48
49

DE
QB
IB

Jeff Maddux
Mike Repovz
Richard Hayes

DB
P
DB
RB
DB
RB
DB
DB
CB
RB
RB
LB
FB
RB
DB
K
FB
DB
LB
DL
TE
L8
LS
LB
K
F8
K
DL
LB
LB
LB
LB
LB
DE
OL
LS
DE
DT
DE
OL
OL
OL
OL
OL
OL
OL
OL
OL
OL
OL
DL
OL
DL
OL
OL
WR
WR
TE
WR
WR
WR
TE
K
TE
DC
TE
DE
DT
DL
DE
DE
DE
DL
DL

XXXXX

Landon Carter
Matt Berning
Kyle Zellnsky

DB
OB
DB

26
27
28
28
30

OL
OL
OL
OL

Jonathan Davis
Nick lovinelli
Giovanni Fillari
Steve Dunlap
Cameron Truss
Mark Mays
Roger Williams
Keith Morgan
Jerell Parks
Chris Bullock
Zach Akenberger
Ryan Crow
Lewis Parks
Erique Geiger
Aunre'Davis
Matt Norsic
Vince German
Tim Moore
Eugene Fells
Brandon Jackson
Nick Rleke
Cody Basler
Craig Rutherford
Dwayne Woods Jr.
Jerry Phillips
Aaron Wright
Stephen Stein
Winston Etheridge
Paul Swan
Anthony Lawson
James Schneider
Alex Thomas
Eric Jordan
Angelo Magnone
Tyler Donahue
Neal Dahlman
Jairus Campbel
Mickey Wagner
Jordon Roussos
Casey McHugh
Ben Bojicic
Preston Burrell
Scott Albert
Kyle Bryant
Ricky Retzinger
James Gamett
Scott Lewis
Marc Stevens
Brady Mlnturn
Chip Robinson
Nick Torresso
Shane Steffy
Jake Thompson
Blaec Walker
Tim German
Austin Collier
Justus Jones
DeMark Jenkins
Jordan Hopgood
Sean Joplln
Derek Brighton
Chris Pallska
Matt Oczypok
Alex Bayer
NIckTuminello
Jimmy Scheldler
Dylan Farrlngton
Chris Jones
Kevin Alvarado
Ted Ouellet
Carlos Tipton
Ronnie Goble
Darius Smith
Andrew Johnson

13

45
46
47

DB
K

25

55 Steve Winston DT

89 Jimmy Scbeidler TE

X

43
44
44

Leron Eaddy
Nick Bellore
Dannie Bolden
Jake Llnklater

56
57

OB
RB
RB
WR
QB
DB

16
17
18

39
40
41
42

RB
WR

Ryan Radcliff
Bobby Seay Jr.
Lorenzo White
David Harman

Sam Williams
Derek Rifenbury
Tim Brazzel
A.J. Westendorp

37
38

WR

OL
OL

94 John Williams DT

55Chr.s8ulk.ckFB

43
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Colin Miller
Allen Ollenburger
Darren Keyton

98 Frank Zombo DE

1 Willie Geter RB

72

63
64
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W

15 Tyler Sheehan 0B

in

55 92
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Walmart

Save money. Live better.
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Q'Hotdogs

0^ Napkins

E^ Hamburgers
Q'Pepsi

Q' Blankets
tyf Jacket

©"Mountain Dew

Q' Umbrella

0" Ketchup

E^ Football
Q'Tent

[^Mustard
Q'Chips
53^ Paper Plates

Q' Camera
Q' Cookies

8FndaY.Oclobef23.2009
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. BGSU
ar.SU Outerwear
• Foam Fingers
. T-shirts
»Sweatshirts
• Blankets
. Face Decals
. Falcon Flags
• Seat Cushions

Falcon Caps
■ Replica FootbalUerseys
• Bandanas
• Pom Poms
. Orange WP
. and much more
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